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City of Ellsworth Annual Report—Fiscal Year 2009/2010 
 
 
 
 
City Manager 
 
  1 City Hall Plaza ♦ Ellsworth, ME  04605-1942 
Phone (207) 669-6616 ♦ Fax (207) 667-4908 
www.cityofellsworthme.org 
 
Greetings! 
 
This year’s annual report has a whole new look.  We have strived to make this report engaging 
in both its look and content.  We hope you find the information interesting with the bits of his-
tory and trivia that are included.  But most of all, we hope that our annual report will provide 
information that will increase your awareness of how your local government is working for 
you. 
 
City employees have spent the last year creating and working towards goals that aim to achieve 
the highest and most efficient delivery of service to its citizens.  Our goal is to prioritize and 
implement projects that solve current and perceived future issues that will deliver the highest 
level of service with the lowest cost to the taxpayers.  Examples of these initiatives are creating 
a larger tax base, improving the City’s quality of place, working on collaborative services, and 
investigating new revenue possibilities. 
 
A recent report from Envision Maine, a governmental think tank, found that town and city ser-
vices in Maine are extremely efficient.  Municipal services in Maine cost 33% less than they do 
in other rural states in the U.S.   This is mostly due to the direct relationship between leadership 
and the residents of the municipalities.  Your City Council members are business associates, 
friends and neighbors and every decision they make has a direct effect not only in the commu-
nity in which you live, but the community in which they live as well.  For example, the City 
continually faces revenue shortfalls from State subsidies including revenue sharing (which is 
the City’s portion of the state sales tax), homestead exemption reductions, tree growth law 
changes and of course education subsidies.  However, we have been able to continue to im-
prove infrastructure and provide a high level of City services, while maintaining a compara-
tively low mil rate through tax base expansion, budget cuts, and creative decision making. 
 
I hope you enjoy your FY 2010 annual report and find the information inside informative and 
maybe just a little bit fun. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Michelle H. Beal 
City Manager 
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Hancock County Courthouse 
located at: 
60 State Street 
Ellsworth, ME  04605 
(207) 667-7141 
City of Ellsworth Annual Report—Fiscal Year 2009/2010 
Federal Representatives  
 
Senator Susan Collins (D) 
413 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg. 
Washington, D.C.  20510 
202-224-2523 
Local: 202 Harlow St., Room 204 
Bangor, ME  04401 
207-945-0417 
 
Senator Olympia Snowe (R) 
154 Russell Building Senate Office 
Washington, D.C.  20510 
202-224-5344 
Local: 1 Cumberland Place 
Suite 306 
Bangor, ME  04401 
207-945-0432 
1-800-432-1599 
 
Rep. Michael Michaud (D) 
2nd Congressional District  
1724 Longworth  HOB 
Washington, D.C. 2 0515-1902 
202-225-6306 
Local: 6 State Street Suite 101 
Bangor, ME  04401 
207-942-6935 
 
District Attorney 
Carletta M. Bassano 
70 State Street 
Ellsworth, ME  04605 
207-667-4621 
 
 
State Representatives  
 
Governor Paul LePage (R) 
Office of the Governor 
1 State House Station 
Augusta, ME  04333 
207-287-3531 
 
Senator Brian D. Langley (R) 
3 State House Station 
Augusta, ME  04333 
1-800-423-6900 
207 287-1505 (Augusta, ME) 
E-mail: langley4legislature@myfairpoint.net 
 
Rep. Louis J. Luchini (D) 
House of Representatives 
2 State House Station 
Augusta, ME  04333 
1-800-423-2900 
207-667-5077 
Local: PO Box 1311 
Ellsworth, ME  04605 
207-664-4699 
E-mail: RepLouis.Luchini@legislature.maine.gov 
 
 
 
 
County Government 
Hancock County Commissioners 
50 State Street 
Ellsworth, ME  04605 
207-667-9542 
Federal and State Representative & Local Contact Information (as of 12/31/2010) 
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Annual Report to the City of Ellsworth 
A Message from Senator Brian D. Langley  
 
 
Dear Friends and Neighbors: 
 
  It is an honor to represent you in the Maine Senate, and I am grateful for the trust you have 
placed in me to work for the betterment of this community and our region.  
 
  The State of Maine, like many, is experiencing tough economic times.  Currently the state is 
facing an estimated $800 million revenue shortfall for the next two-year budget.  In order to bring the budget 
into balance, the Governor, along with the Legislature, must make some significant changes in the way state 
services are delivered and how taxpayer money is spent.  Republicans are committed to crafting a budget that 
reins in the unsustainable growth of state government, prioritizes core services like public health and safety, 
education, a safety net for our most vulnerable citizens, and our transportation infrastructure.  Despite the chal-
lenges we face, this is an opportunity to retool state government, reduce the size of the bureaucracy, carefully 
review the effectiveness of current programs, and set Maine on the right course. 
 
  One of our first orders of business when the 125th Legislature convened in December was the 
passage of LD 1, An Act To Ensure Regulatory Fairness and Reform.  The bill recognizes that one of the biggest 
impediments to job creation and keeping our young people in Maine is the regulatory burden the state currently 
imposes on business.  Given this, LD 1 proposes to reach out to businesses and workers to identify duplicative 
and unnecessary regulations and eliminate or propose changes to these regulations in order to improve the busi-
ness climate and encourage job creation and retention and expand opportunities for Maine people.  
 
  I am hopeful that by reining in state spending, prioritizing our wants and needs and developing 
strategies for improving our business environment, we can put Maine back on track toward prosperity and cre-
ate the opportunities that will keep our young people here in Maine. 
 
Again, thank you for entrusting me to represent you in Augusta.  Please feel free to contact me if you 
ever need my help in navigating the state bureaucracy.  I would be happy to help in any way that I can.  I can be 
reached in Augusta at 287-1505 or by e-mail at langley4legislature@myfairpoint.net.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
       
Brian Langley 
Maine State Senator 
City of Ellsworth Annual Report—Fiscal Year 2009/2010 
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New Year’s Day January 1 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 3rd Monday in January 
President’s Day 3rd Monday In February 
Memorial Day Last Monday in May 
Independence Day July 4 
Labor Day First Monday in September 
Columbus Day Second Monday in October 
Veteran’s Day November 11 
Thanksgiving 4th Thursday & Friday in November 
Christmas December 25 
HOLIDAYS—City Hall Closed: 
A holiday that falls on a Saturday will be observed on the preceding Friday. 
A holiday that falls on a Sunday will be observed on the following Monday. 
Assessor 667-8674 Library 667-6363 
City Clerk 669-6604 General Assistance 669-6630 
City Manager 669-6616 Planning Department 669-6615 
Code Enforcement 667-4910 Police—Regular Business 667-2168 
Finance 669-6603 Tax Office 669-6620 
Fire—Regular Business 667-8666 Transfer Station 667-2459 
Highway Department 667-2037 Wastewater Department 667-7315 
Harbor Master—Summer 667-6311 Water Department 667-8632 
Information Technologies 669-6600 Emergencies 911 
City Hall Office Hours: 
Monday—Friday 
8:00 a.m.—5:00 p.m. 
City Direct Contact Numbers 
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Library Hours 
Monday     9:00 a.m.—5:00 p.m. 
Tuesday     9:00 a.m.—5:00 p.m. 
Wednesday     9:00 a.m.—8:00 p.m. 
Thursday     9:00 a.m.—8:00 p.m. 
Friday     9:00 a.m.—5:00 p.m. 
Saturday     9:00 a.m.—2:00 p.m. 
Sunday     Closed 
Library hours remain the same year-round. 
Solid Waste Transfer Station and Recycling Center Hours 
Monday     Closed 
Tuesday     8:00 a.m.—4:00 p.m. 
Wednesday     Noon —4:00 p.m. 
Thursday     8:00 a.m.—4:00 p.m. 
Friday     8:00 a.m.—4:00 p.m. 
Saturday     8:00 a.m.—4:00 p.m. 
Sunday     Closed 
Regularly Scheduled City Meetings Schedule 
(Check www.cityofellsworme.org for most current schedule) 
Meeting    Location  Date (Monthly) Time 
City Council    City Hall  3rd Monday  7:00 p.m. 
Planning Board   City Hall  1st Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
Library Trustees   Library  3rd Monday  7:00 p.m. 
Historical Commission  City Hall  4th Wednesday 4:00 p.m. 
Recreation Commission  City Hall  1st Thursday 7:00 p.m. 
Board of Appeals   City Hall  4th Tuesday  7:00 p.m. 
Harbor Commission  City Hall  1st Tuesday  7:00 p.m. 
Finance Committee   City Hall  Every Friday 7:00 a.m. 
Water Supply Commission City Hall  As Needed 
Technical Review Team  City Hall  As Needed 
Community Television  City Hall  As Needed 
Local Roads Commission  City Hall  As Needed 
Meetings are occasionally moved to accommodate Holidays or other significant 
date conflicts.  Check the Calendar on the City of Ellsworth Website! 
City of Ellsworth—General Information 
Ellsworth City Hall Office Hours: 
Monday—Friday  8:00AM to 5:00PM 
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Population 
2010 (est.) 7500 
2000  6456 
1990  5975 
1980  5177 
1970  4603 
1960  4444 
1950  3936 
 
Tax Rate 
2010  13.35 
2009  13.35 
2008  13.15 
2007  17.55 
2006  17.78 
2005  17.84 
2004  16.88 
2003  16.88 
2002  16.00 
2001  15.00 
2000  14.00 
1999  13.65 
1998  13.65 
1997  13.65 
1996  13.65 
1995  13.40 
1994  13.40 
1993  12.90 
1992  12.90 
1991  12.90 
1990  12.90 
1989  22.90 
1988  20.10 
1987  19.95 
1986  19.85 
1985  19.95 
1984  19.95 
City of Ellsworth—General Information 
City of Ellsworth 
1 City Hall Plaza 
Ellsworth, ME  04605 
Phone: (207) 667– 2563 
Fax: (207) 667-4908 
Form of Government: City Council/City Manager 
Land Area: 93.8 Square Miles 
Miles of Public Road: 109  
 
Frequently Used Phone Numbers: 
Hancock County 
County Commissioners   667-9542 
Emergency Management   667-8126 
District Attorney    667-4621 
Registry of Deeds    667-8353 
Registry of Probate    667-8434 
Sherriff’s Department   667-7575 
Dept. of Motor Vehicle   667-9363 
Ellsworth Chamber of Commerce  667-5584 
State of Maine 
District Court     667-7141 
Superior Court     667-7176 
Registry of Motor Vehicles   667-9363 
Employment Security    664-2300 
Department of Human Services  667-1600 
Department of Transportation  941-4500 
Ellsworth RSU/Schools 
RSU #24      667-8136 
Ellsworth High School   667-4722 
Ellsworth Elementary/Middle School 667-6494 
Adult Education     667-6499 
Hancock County Technical Center 667-9729 
School Transportation   667-8603 
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DEPARTMENT / NAME TITLE CONTACT NUMBER 
ADMINISTRATION   (207) 667-2563 
Michelle Beal City Manager 669-6616 
Penny Weinstein Administrative Assistant  
(Annual Report Editor) 
669-6616 
Tammy Mote Finance Director 669-6602 
Teri Dane Deputy Treasurer 669-6603 
Leann Beal Tax Collector/Deputy Treasurer 669-6634 
Heidi-Noel Grindle City Clerk 669-6604 
KaTina Howes Deputy City Clerk/General Assistance 669-6630 
Amanda Parsons Assistant City Clerk 669-6604 
Jill Brown Utilities Coordinator 667-8632 
Ginny Derise Tax Clerk 669-6620 
Barbara Ameen Deputy Tax Collector 669-6620 
      
ASSESSING DEPARTMENT   (207) 667-8674 
Larry Gardner City Assessor 667-8674 
Valerie Moon Assistant Assessor 667-8674 
      
(207) 667-4910 CODE ENFORCEMENT DEPARTMENT   
Dwight Tilton Code Enforcement Officer 667-4910 
Lori Roberts Deputy Code Enforcement Officer 667-4910 
Fred Troger Electrical & Building Inspector 667-4910 
      
FACILITIES DEPARTMENT.   (207) 667-2563 
Doug Kohute Facilities Supervisor 667-2563 
Michael Larrabee Custodian 667-2563 
      
FIRE DEPARTMENT   (207) 667-8666 
Jon Marshall Fire Chief 669-6610 
Richard Tupper Deputy Fire Chief 669-6611 
Michael Hangge Fire Inspector 669-6612 
Brandon Beal Firefighter/Engineer   
Colleen LeClair Administrative Assistant   
Daryl Clark Firefighter/Engineer   
Kevin Deprenger Captain   
Philip (Jody) Frederick Firefighter Engineer   
Kevin Kane Captain   
David Rudolph Firefighter/Engineer   
Gary Saunders Firefighter/Engineer   
Richard Fortier Captain   
Kevin Bland Lieutenant   
Tom King Safety Officer   
Kristian Bearscove Firefighter   
Robert Dorr Firefighter   
Fred Hersom Firefighter   
Roger Salley Firefighter   
Brandon Tupper Firefighter   
Walter Tupper Captain   
Kenneth Worden Lieutenant   
City of Ellsworth  Employee Listing and Contact Information (as of 1/1/2011) 
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City of Ellsworth  Employee Listing and Contact Information (as of 1/1/2011) 
DEPARTMENT / NAME TITLE CONTACT NAME 
FIRE DEPARTMENT CONTINUED   (207) 667-8666 
Clyde Cushing II Assistant Safety Officer   
Jason Blocker Firefighter   
Edward Farnsworth Firefighter   
Edward Pollack Firefighter   
Russell Torrey Firefighter   
Ian Yaffe Firefighter   
Allan Saunders Reserve Engineer   
Deborah Dawson Photographer   
Brian Bailey Custodial Support   
Myles Block Firefighter Support   
Danielle Blocker Firefighter Support   
Brad Ewing Firefighter Support   
Jessie Turner Firefighter Support   
      
HARBOR   (207) 667-6311 
Samuel (Randy) Heckman Harbormaster 667-6311 
Kurt Strauch Assistant Harbormaster 667-6311 
      
LIBRARY STAFF   (207) 667-6363 
Charlene E. Churchill Library Director 667-6363 
Charlene Fox Clemons Assistant Director 667-6363 
Nancy Caswell Administrative Assistant/Technical Services 667-6363 
Edmund Murray Custodian/Maintenance   
Marie Davis Senior Circulation Librarian   
Keli Gancos Youth Services Librarian   
Irene Whitney Reference Librarian   
Mary McKillop Circulation Librarian   
Sandy Abbott Adult Services & Circulation Librarian   
Abby Morrow Part-Time Youth Services Circulation Librarian   
Martha Dodge Part-Time Youth Services Circulation Librarian   
Allegra Pellerano Summer Youth Services Circulation Librarian   
Katherine Lyons Summer Circulation Librarian   
      
PLANNING DEPARTMENT    (207) 669-6615 
Michele Gagnon City Planner 669-6608 
Jef Fitzgerald Deputy Planner 669-6615 
      
POLICE DEPARTMENT   (207) 667-2168 
John R. DeLeo Police Chief 667-2133 
Harold Page Lieutenant   
Troy Bires Police Officer   
Bryan Dow Reserve Officer   
Raleigh (Fred) Ehrlenback Reserve Officer   
Paul Gamble Police Officer   
Gilbert Jameson II Police Officer   
Glenn Moshier Sargent   
Kelvin Mote Sargent   
Daniel Owens Police Officer   
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City of Ellsworth  Employee Listing and Contact Information (as of 1/1/2011) 
DEPARTMENT / NAME TITLE CONTACT NUMBER 
POLICE DEPARTMENT CONTINUED (207) 667-2168 
Richard Roberts Police Officer   
Dorothy Small Detective   
Christopher Smith Police Officer   
Barton Tokas Police Officer   
Amie Torrey Police Officer   
Shawn Willey Police Officer   
Chad Wilmot Police Officer   
Drew Weatherbee Police Officer   
Patricia Marshall Dispatcher   
Aimee Reynolds Dispatcher   
Lori Saffel Dispatcher   
Danielle Blocker Dispatcher (Fill-in)   
David Brady Dispatcher (Fill-in)   
Colleen LeClair Dispatcher (Fill-in)   
      
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT   (207) 667-2037 
Myron Grant Public Works Department Supervisor   
Guy (Bernie) Hussey Equipment Operator   
Kelvin Hodgdon Truck Driver   
Dustin Leyendecker Truck Driver   
Eric MacLaughlin Truck Driver   
Lewis Mitchel Equipment Operator   
Roger Salley Truck Driver   
Allan Saunders Equipment Operator   
Kevin Sawyer Truck Driver   
Adam Wilson Truck Driver   
James Young Equipment Operator   
      
TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT   (207) 669-6600 
Jason Ingalls Technology Systems Administrator 669-6600 
      
TRANSFER STATION/RECYCLING CENTER (207) 667-2459 
Bruce Jalbert Transfer Station Supervisor 667-2459 
Van Stevens Recycling Center Attendant 667-1181 
      
WASTEWATER DEPARTMENT   (207) 667-7315 
Michael Harris Wastewater Department Superintendent 667-7315 
Ray Robidoux Chief Operator 667-7315 
Aaron Zurek Operator 667-7315 
Tom Farley Operator 667-7315 
      
WATER DEPARTMENT   (207) 667-8632 
Larry Wilson Water Department Superintendent 667-2155 
John Wedin Watershed Steward 667-2155 
Peter Austin Water System Operators 667-2155 
Edward Jordan Water System Operators 667-2155 
Jill Brown Utilities Coordinator 667-8632 
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Ellsworth City Council Members 
 
Gary Fortier 
Pamela Perkins 
Jon Mahon 
Stephen Beathem 
John Phillips-Chair 
John Moore 
Matthew Boucher 
 
Ellsworth RSU #24 Committee Members 
 
Alice Dow 
Richard Gray 
Leigh Guildford 
 
Ellsworth Public Library Trustee Members 
 
Rebecca Leamon 
Jason Barrett 
Ronald Fortier 
Wendy Lessard 
Raymond Williams 
Treasurer Tammy Mote 
Tax Collector Leann Beal 
Agent to the Overseers Michelle Beal 
City Clerk Heidi-Noel Grindle 
Assessor Larry Gardner 
Legal Counsel Rudman & Winchell 
Planner Michele Gagnon 
Police Chief John DeLeo 
Fire Chief Jonathan Marshall 
Deputy Fire Chief Richard Tupper 
Director of Emergency Preparedness Jonathan Marshall 
Superintendent of Highways Myron Grant 
Superintendant of Water Department Lawrence Wilson 
Tree Warden Michelle Beal 
Welfare Director KaTina Howes 
Superintendent of Wastewater Dept. Michael Harris 
Harbormaster Samuel (Randy) Heckman 
Code Enforcement Officer Dwight Tilton 
Deputy Code Enforcement Officers Fred Troger & Lori Roberts 
Building Inspector Dwight Tilton 
Deputy Building Inspector Fred Troger 
Electrical Inspector Dwight Tilton 
Deputy Electrical Inspector Fred Troger 
Plumbing Inspector Dwight Tilton 
Health Officer Dwight Tilton 
Alternate Plumbing Inspector Lori Roberts 
Alternate Health Officer Lori Roberts 
City of Ellsworth Committee Members 
Harbor Commission Members 
James Bergin—Chair  Alternates 
Robert Merrill-Sec.  Frederick Haynes 
Reginald Kane   Candy Perkins 
Lawrence Emerson  2 Vacancies 
Frank Pierson-Vice Chair 
Austin Anderson 
 
Board of Appeals Members 
Jeffrey Toothaker—Chair 
Stephen Salsbury 
Bruce Sawyer 
Nicholas Vachon 
Lewis McDowell 
Jefferson Clark (Associate) 
 
Recreation Commission Members 
Robert Hessler—Chair 
Stacey Sinford 
Rob Hudson 
Benjamin Twitchell 
Patrick Maguire 
Jeffrey Buzzell 
Jeffrey Wright 
2 Vacancies 
City of Ellsworth Committee Members 
Planning Board Members 
John Fink—Chair 
Donald M. Martin 
Joseph Kitchen 
Dwayne Patton-Sec. 
Darrell Wilson 
Kenneth Wilmot 
Toby Stephenson (Associate) 
Roger P. Lessard, (Associate) 
 
Historic Preservation Commission Members 
Carolyn Ackerman—Chair 
Mark Honey 
Thomas C. Thompson 
Helena Peterson 
Joshua Torrance 
 
Registration Board of Appeals Members 
Donna DeLeo—City Clerk Appt 
Steven Joy—Rep. Full Appt. 
Lewis McDowell—Rep. Alt. Appt. 
Martha Dickinson—Dem. Full Appt. 
John Fink—Dem Alt. Appt. 
City of Ellsworth Annual Report—Fiscal Year 2009/2010 
City of Ellsworth Appointments FY2010 City of Ellsworth Elected Officials FY2010 
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City of Ellsworth 
Commission, Committee, and 
Partnership Reports 
City of Ellsworth Annual Report—Fiscal Year 2009/2010 
Thank you Ellsworth 
Commission/Committee 
Volunteers for giving so  
generously of your time and  
energy to serve our  
Community! 
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Michelle Beal, City Manager 
City of Ellsworth 
1 City Hall Plaza 
Ellsworth, Maine  04605 
 
Dear Michelle; 
 
The Ellsworth Area Chamber of Commerce wants to communicate how dynamic the City of Ellsworth has be-
come and how much it continues to be a positive force in this region.  Ellsworth is an exciting place to live, 
work, and recreate.  We believe our City and the surrounding area represent the best that Maine has to offer, with 
its rich history, magnificent beauty and exceptional quality of life. 
 
Ellsworth has grown into a City that offers unlimited business and community opportunities.  The financial insti-
tutions, medical facilities, and educational services are second to none.  Exciting business and industry opportu-
nities continue to develop in our area.  The culture and recreational opportunities in the City are unique, diverse 
and exciting. 
 
The Ellsworth Chamber of Commerce is pleased to be playing an active role in the Cities quest for the enhance-
ment of Ellsworth’s ―quality of place‖.  The Chamber recognizes the value of the City’s work to provide interac-
tive recreational opportunities through the development and expansion of walking trails, bike trails, the Downe-
ast Scenic Railroad, the Union River Marina, City parks and other recreational venues. 
 
The City’s retail base continues to diversify and the historical downtown area is one of the best in Maine.  I know 
that there are many other exciting projects brewing in Ellsworth’s future.  The Chamber, on behalf of all the resi-
dents, businesses, organizations, and visitors, wishes to recognize and thank you and your staff and the Ellsworth 
City Council for being proactive, open to change, and willing to listen and work with us for the betterment of our 
community. 
 
It’s no wonder Ellsworth has been recognized as one of the best places to raise a family! 
 
The Ellsworth Area Chamber of Commerce is very proud to be part of this unique and exciting city. 
 
 
Sincerely; 
 
 
 
 
Micki Sumpter 
Executive Director, Ellsworth Area Chamber of Commerce 
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CITY OF ELLSWORTH  
CHARTER COMMISSION REPORT 
 
 Ellsworth’s City Charter, originally written 25 years ago, went through an exhaustive 
review by a nine– member commission.  Each article, section and sub-section was reviewed 
word-by-word, and subjected to a great deal of study and debate and language was updated re-
flect the times.  Every area of City government was scrutinized thoroughly with the process 
taking more than a year to complete.  What emerged was a clear, easy-to-use guideline for the 
operation of the City of Ellsworth going forward into the future.  The proposed revised charter 
is now truly unique to Ellsworth whereas some of the original provisions were adapted from 
other city charters and did not always apply specifically to Ellsworth. 
 One of the challenges was to revise the existing provision for the school system which 
is now part of Regional School Unit #24.  The revised Charter includes an article that provides 
for a School Board in the event the community should ever decide to withdraw from the Re-
gional School Unit at any time in the future. 
 Two of the Articles that received the most attention were the City Library and the Busi-
ness and Financial Provisions.  In the revised Charter the City Library will continue to be run 
by an independent Board of Trustees but will be more closely integrated into the City’s finance 
systems.  Changes to the Business and Financial Provisions were made to reflect modern ac-
counting practices. 
 The changes to the City of Ellsworth Charter as proposed by the Charter Commission 
are subject to the approval of Ellsworth’s registered voters.  Voters will be asked to accept or 
reject the revised Charter as a ballot item of local significance at the November 2010 Guberna-
torial Elections. 
 As with all important City documents, copies of Ellsworth’s Charter, as well as copies 
of the proposed revisions are available at Ellsworth City Hall or on the City’s website at 
www.cityofellsworthme.org. 
 
Charter Commission Members: 
Helen Sloane Dudman—Chair 
Jason C. Barrett—Vice Chair 
Timothy J. King—Secretary 
Leita Zeugner 
Lawrence King 
James Pendergist 
 City Manger, Michelle Beal, Finance Director Tammy Mote and Councilor Pamela Per-
kins were appointed to the Charter Commission by the Ellsworth City Council.  Administrative 
Assistant Penny Weinstein and City Clerk Heidi-Noel Grindle provided Staff Assistance. 
 Attorneys Edmund J. Bearor and John K Hamer of Rudman and Winchell assisted with 
the revisions. 
 
Update: As of the time of the printing of this Annual Report, the revisions to the Ellsworth 
City Charter were approved at the November 2010 Election by the registered voters of the City 
of Ellsworth.  Official copies of the newly adopted City Charter are available at City Hall or 
may be viewed on line on the City’s website at www.cityofellsworthme.org. 
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CITY OF ELLSWORTH  
HARBOR COMMISSION REPORT 
 
The Harbor Commission is a five member Commission (plans are in motion to increase 
that number to seven members next year) with five alternate members.  This Commis-
sion functions as an advisory board and acts as the liaison between the Harbormaster 
and the Ellsworth City Council.  It establishes operational policy, budgets and capital 
improvement priorities for Ellsworth’s active Harbor and Park.  The Commission 
meets at 7PM on the first Tuesday of each month at City Hall and the meetings are 
open to the public. 
 
The 2010 boating season was one of the best we have seen, day use was up from the 
last two seasons by 23%, the float dock and the moorings were all 100% occupied.  
The use of Harbor Park continues to grow with weddings, community events, music 
and entertainment events and theater productions.  We are also experiencing increased 
day use by Ellsworth citizens and area visitors. 
 
We are looking forward to the 2011 season and the completion of plans for new boat 
slips and a new pump-out station.  These additional marine services will enhance Ells-
worth Harbor even further and help make Ellsworth a cruising destination for more 
coastal cruisers and make the harbor much more functional for our regular boaters. 
 
The Harbor Park will be enhanced this year with the addition of three bar-b-que grills 
which will be donated by the Rotary Club of Ellsworth.  The grills will be installed 
around the gazebo area and will be available for public use in the Spring of 2011. 
 
The Harbor Commission has begun the long range planning process to include marine 
services and an expansion of Harbor Park once the new Ellsworth Wastewater Treat-
ment Facility has been built and the old Wastewater Treatment Plant is removed. 
 
Commission Members 
James Bergin—Chair 
Robert Merrill-Sec. 
Reginald Kane 
Lawrence Emerson 
Frank Pierson-Vice Chair 
 
 
Alternates 
Mark Remick 
Austin Anderson 
Candy Perkins 
2 Vacancies 
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Ellsworth Historic Preservation Commission: 
Carolyn Ackerman, Chairman 
Mark E. Honey, Historian 
Carla Haskell, Architectural Consultant 
 
 
 We continue to labor short-handed, and need three new members who are willing to 
spend some time serving the community on this Commission.  The duties are not grievous, and 
there will not be inordinate demands of your time.  We could use your talents in a wide variety 
of areas, from contractors, to lawyers, historians, and everything in-between.  The basic re-
quirements are a simple love of our community, and a desire to work together with  number of 
city agencies to incorporate historic structures and spaces into the overall plan for growth and 
development. 
 Our biggest project this past year has been to work with the Grand Theatre and it’s res-
toration of its Art Deco Tower and Marquee.  The work on the Tower was completed in the 
Fall of 2010.  The Commission reviewed the architectural plans and granted approval of this 
initial phase of restoration.  The Theater, opened in July 1938, was built as the crowning 
achievement of all the hard work and sacrifice to rebuild Ellsworth’s business district, de-
stroyed in the May 1933 conflagration.  The Art Deco Style, as it now known, simply shouted 
modernity and progress in the age of the Great Depression. 
 The rather modest statement made by the Grand, in the Art Deco Style, has certain ele-
ments which connect it with some of the great architectural statements of the 1930’s, including 
the Hoover Dam, the Rockefeller Center, and the Empire State Building.  The style was incor-
porated in some of the great automobile designs of the 1930’s, as well as locomotives, common 
household items, and advertising. 
 There is another aspect to our responsibilities, and that is to work with individual home-
owners and businessmen to find ways to preserve their historic structures in a cost effective 
manner.  We continue to deal with such matters as vinyl siding, lead paint, and fiberglass win-
dows.  Technology has brought us many new products to use, some of which are appropriate, 
and some which need thoughtful consideration.  The Commission is not adverse to many of 
these new technologies, but their usage requires a thorough exploration of the matter, and con-
sultations with architects, contractors, and the guidelines set forth by the Sate and Federal Gov-
ernment. 
 We continue to survey and catalog Ellsworth’s historic structures and pull together the 
disparate threads of history.  Upon request, we will provide this history to those who ask, and 
have done this for The Grand and a private homeowner.  A number of Main Street businesses 
have applied for Façade Improvement Grants, to repair and restore their structures, and we have 
worked with them and the State to facilitate the process.  This project is ongoing, and we will 
be able to report on the results next year. 
City of Ellsworth Annual Report—Fiscal Year 2009/2010 
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Our Photographs this year focus on two 
different styles of Greek Revival Archi-
tecture.  Both of these structures are 
listed as Ellsworth Historic Landmarks.  
The first is a rather modest cape, the Na-
thaniel Treworgy Homestead, on the 
Surry Road.  Note the pilaster, frieze, and 
cornice, as trim, at the corners, eaves, and 
gable end, and simple entablature over 
the front entry, all hallmarks of the Greek 
Revival.  (Map 9, Lot9) (Photo Below) 
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Historic Preservation Commission Report—continued... 
The second is the structure known as ―White Pil-
lars‖ on the Bucksport Road.  This structure, with 
its columns and trim, gives the fullest expression 
of a Greek Temple, which was the signature of this 
style.  This structure was built, perhaps in the early 
1840’s by George Herbert, Jr. the son of an early 
Ellsworth lawyer.  It was later owned by the Grant 
sisters, with investments in the family’s lumbering 
and shipping enterprises, Hannibal Hamlin Jr., a 
local lawyer who dies as a millionaire, and Con-
stance Purdy, a vaudeville actress who later be-
came a ―B‖ List Hollywood actress and TV star.  
(Map 133, Lot 13) (Photo Below) 
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Terrance J. Kelley 
Executive Director 
e-mail address: 
terry.kelley@emdiha.org 
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Mount Desert Island and Ellsworth Housing Authorities 
80 Mount Desert Street 
P.O. Box 28, Bar Harbor, Maine  04609 
Tel. & Fax (207) 288-4770 
 
 
 
 
Annual Report 
 
City of Ellsworth Housing Authority 
 
The City of Ellsworth Housing Authority provided housing for fifty elderly and disabled families during 2010.  
All units are occupied and there is a waiting list of individuals desiring to become tenants. 
 
Regionally, the MDI & Ellsworth Housing Authorities assisted three hundred and seventy-seven families with 
rent and utilities in an amount of $2,074,219.11 for f/y/e 9/30/10. 
 
 Payment in lieu of taxes for 2010  $10,172.81 
 
The Ellsworth Housing Authority is very appreciative of the support received from the Police Department, Fire 
Department, and the Public Works Department in helping us care for the senior members of our community. 
 
The Board of Commissioners meets the second Wednesday of the month on a regular basis.  The meetings are 
handicap accessible and the public is welcome to attend.  It is a good idea to call the office at 288-4770 to con-
firm the date and time as it is subject to change.  Our office is located at 80 Mount Desert Street in Bar Harbor, 
ME.  The office is open from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.  We can be reached at 207-288-4770 or via e-mail 
terry.kelley@emdiha.org. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
 
Raymond Williams, Chairman 
City of Ellsworth Housing Authority 
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CITY OF ELLSWORTH  
RECREATION COMMISSION REPORT 
 
The Ellsworth Recreation Commission promotes recreation within the City of Ellsworth.  The commis-
sion sponsors recreation activities and collaborates with other groups to encourage recreation activities.  The Com-
mission oversees the maintenance of City recreation facilities. 
The premier recreation facility in Ellsworth is the Demeyer field complex.  This year we benefited from 
multiple improvements to the field complex.  A new path between the fields was built by Lane Construction as a 
gift to the City.  This pathway enabled the athletes and spectators to move between the fields without having to 
walk on or near the busy road.  Other improvements made to the fields include a new drainage system for field D-
3, (primarily the adult softball field), replacement of several bleachers (constructed by the highway department), a 
new batting cage, and a pitchers bull pen was added to the facility.  Modifications were made to the parking areas 
as well to increase fan safety. 
The fields are home to many teams and groups from youth to adult.  Participation in youth sports at De-
meyer Field is very good.  Little League had a strong showing in the State Tournament in the 11-12 division for 
boys, Ellsworth won the district one title for the 4th year in a row in this age division, and finished 4th in the State 
Tournament.  The boys 9-10 Little League, 10-11 Little League, Junior League Baseball, 9-10 girls softball, and 
11-12 girls softball teams all finished as Maine District One runner ups.  247 boys and girls from the Ellsworth 
area participated in Little League Baseball and Softball last season. 
Several Travel Soccer teams competed on Wilson Field, Wilson Field serves as the home venue for eight 
boys and girls travel soccer teams. 
City Basketball Courts continue to be used regularly; Jeff Wright made weekly adjustments and took care 
of the up-keep of the courts.  Jeff ran a summer basketball league for 6th, 7th, and 8th grade boys.  Teams from 
Milbridge, Gouldsboro, Hancock, Bucksport, and Ellsworth participated in this league. 
In addition to the efforts of the children, the success of these programs also depends largely on the efforts 
of a core group of dedicated coaches, assistants, volunteers, and the Down East YMCA family. 
The Recreation Commission hosted the Ellsworth Winter Carnival on a glorious Saturday in early Febru-
ary at the Woodlawn Museum.  Although other similar events around the state had to be cancelled, Mother Nature 
was kind enough to leave just enough snow on the Black House lawn to enable all of the events to take place.  
(Poor ice conditions for the winter carnival at the Woodlawn pond, prompted commission member Jeff Wright to 
begin spearhead the building of an outdoor ice rink next to the B.E. Moore Community Center in hopes of com-
pletion for the 2010/2011 winter season.)  A collaborative effort that included the Downtown Merchants' Associa-
tion, Cadillac Mountain Sports, and the Woodlawn Museum, yielded great results.  Activities included a snow-
shoe race, sled dog demonstrations, and an exciting cardboard sled race.  The Ellsworth football league kept the 
crowd well fed.  A beautiful ice sculpture was created in front of City Hall, while on Main Street businesses of-
fered specials all day.  At six o'clock, there was a fabulous fireworks display behind the Ellsworth High School, 
putting the final touch on a day of outdoor fun and celebration. 
In collaboration with the Grand Auditorium a series of free summer concerts were offered at Ellsworth’s 
Harbor Park (under the gazebo) during July and August (2010).  The series, initiated with funds from the Herbert 
Higgins Memorial Fund, allowed families to enjoy open air music at the Park for five Friday evenings throughout 
the summer.  Children danced by the gazebo and folks picnicked while listening to a variety of musical groups.  
The concert series is growing in popularity among local residents, and draws an appreciative audience from sur-
rounding communities to Ellsworth. 
The Commission also sponsored films for children at the Grand Auditorium during the school year, 
(allowing families to attend matinees for a nominal fee during school vacations) and is also the sponsor for the 
Ellsworth Under the Stars Outdoor Movies Series held on the old CC Knowlton School property during the sum-
mer. 
The commission looks forward to another year of working closely with the Down East Family YMCA 
and other area groups to expand recreational opportunities for Ellsworth residents. 
 
FY 2009/2010 Commission Members: 
 Robert Hessler—Chair  Patrick Maguire 
 Stacey Sinford   Jeffrey Buzzell 
 Benjamin Twitchell  Jeffrey Wright 
 Rob Hudson   2 Vacancies 
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Serving the school communities of Eastbrook, Ellsworth, Franklin, Gouldsboro, Hancock, 
 Lamoine, Mariaville, Sorrento, Steuben, Sullivan, Waltham and Winter Harbor 
 
RSU #24 NEWS 
 
 Regional School Unit #24 (RSU24) serves the educational needs of approxi-
mately 2690 students in Pk-12 programs and an additional 1027 people in Adult Educa-
tion programs from the communities of Eastbrook, Ellsworth, Franklin, Gouldsboro, 
Hancock, Lamoine, Mariaville, Sorrento, Steuben, Sullivan, Waltham and Winter Har-
bor.  We are nearing the mid-point in our second year as a regional school district and 
are proud of the educational and extracurricular programs that we are able to offer our 
students.  Our RSU Board of Directors, administrators and staff are working hard to pro-
vide multiple opportunities for every student to meet local, state and Federal standards. 
 In the past two years we have completed the new Peninsula School for students 
in grades K-8.  This is a 21st century school that incorporates the use of interactive white 
boards and projectors.  Computers are available for use by all students. 
 Pre-K-8 students in the Ellsworth area are enjoying a new elementary/middle 
school, as well.  This school also uses the latest technology for instruction and also for 
energy conservation.  We are grateful to the communities that made these awesome fa-
cilities available to the children in our care.  The RSU Board of Directors will be devel-
oping a long-range Facilities and Maintenance Plan that will enable the rest of our 
schools to offer a wide variety of opportunities to learn as well. 
 Even though we are only one and one-half years (1 ½) young, RSU24 has al-
ready made several positive improvements in the area of instruction and learning.   Our 
staff are more skilled at analyzing data from a variety of assessments and using it to bet-
ter meet the needs of your children.  A special thank you to the RSU Board and to peo-
ple in our communities for supporting early release time for Professional Learning Com-
munities (PLCs) which allows our staff to share best teaching practices that will benefit 
all students. 
 
S. Wayne Enman, Superintendent of Schools 
 
 
 
 
            
Regional School Unit 24, 248 State Street, Suite 3A, Ellsworth, Maine, 04605 
(207) 667-8136  Fax (207) 667-6493 
www.rsu24.org 
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City of Ellsworth 
Departmental Reports 
City of Ellsworth Annual Report—Fiscal Year 2009/2010 
Ellsworth Fire Department’s Antique horse 
drawn, 1862 Button & Blake Hand Pumper 
known as ―Ticonic No.4‖ which was originally 
stationed at the Ellsworth Falls Fire Station. 
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IMPORTANT ISSUES and CHANGES: 
The state legislature cut the Homestead Prop-
erty Tax Exemption from $13,000 down to 
$10,000.  This means everyone’s tax bill was a lit-
tle higher. 
For those wishing to receive the CIRCUIT 
BREAKER tax or rent refund, the state has decided 
to save money by not printing applications this 
year.  To obtain an application you must visit the 
state website or give us a call and we will print the 
application for you. 
The first quarter of 2010 saw a significant im-
provement in Maine home sales.  Statewide single-
family sales were up 27% over the first three 
months of 2009.  Statewide, the median home price 
rose year-over-year by nearly 4%. 
In May, home builder confidence reached its 
highest point since August 2007. 
U.S. retail sales rose to a seasonally adjusted 
0.4% or $366.4 billion in April, the seventh straight 
increase and the twelfth gain in the past thirteen 
months, led by strong sales at hardware stores and 
garden centers. 
Distressed homes, which typically sell for 15% 
less than traditional homes, accounted for 36% of 
first-quarter sales.  This invariably has a detrimen-
tal effect on the real estate market as a whole be-
cause bank appraisers and real estate agents may 
not have knowledge of this and use a distressed 
home sale as a comparable. 
 Mission - The mission of the Assessing 
Department is to accurately determine the value of 
property located within the City of Ellsworth for 
the purpose of taxation.  Assessors are obligated 
under law to assess all property at its just value as 
of April 1st of each year.  This department is also 
responsible for the administration of all property 
tax data records.  We maintain accurate parcel own-
ership (data) based upon recorded property transac-
tions we receive from the Registry of Deeds and all 
map data pertinent to accurate parcel identification. 
The Assessing department is committed to cre-
ating an assessment system that taxpayers can 
look to as an example of efficiency, creativity 
and performance. 
This department is charged with establishing 
market-based assessments for almost 9,000 ac-
counts. 
The Assessing Office provides one-stop shop-
ping for taxpayer services, including: 
 Information – parcel information via the 
telephone or internet, explanations of tax bills, 
abatements and exemptions programs, tree growth 
program status, change of mailing address, new 
street numbers, and general informational publica-
tions.  We maintain a complete deeded history of 
ownership for each parcel in town.  We also main-
tain data such as: sale prices, acreage size, building 
size, zoning, etc.  Visit our internet website at 
www.cityofellsworthme.org or call us at 667-8674.
 Assistance – assisting taxpayers with appli-
cations for Business Equipment Tax Reimburse-
ments, Homestead Exemptions, Veterans Exemp-
tions, the Tree Growth Program, and other tax relief 
programs. 
 Problem Solving – ―certified‖ assistance in 
assessing for resolution of disputed assessments, 
and abatement processing.  We take pride in pre-
venting problems before they occur by keeping tax-
payers informed of their current use obligations.  
For example: Purchasers of land already in Tree 
Growth will often not know that substantial mone-
tary penalties are automatically triggered by devel-
opment.  The new tree growth owner has the extra 
responsibility of hiring a licensed forester to prepare 
a forest management plan.  Ideally the buyer would 
visit our office and learn these things prior to pur-
chase, but very often new owners are surprised to 
learn this information when we send it to them.  
 
City Assessor: 
Larry Gardner, CMA 
 
Assistant Assessor: 
Val Moon, CMA 
Assessing Department Report—2009/2010 
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PROPERTY TAX RELIEF PROGRAMS 
All taxpayers have available to them certain qualifying programs created by various Maine State 
statutes.  These are programs that either reduce the assessed value prior to commitment or directly 
reimburse the taxpayer after taxes are paid.  The following is a list of tax relief programs: 
1. Homestead Exemption--available to those residential property owners who have certified as to their primary 
residence as of April 1st.  This reduces your taxable valuation by $10,000. 
2. Veteran’s Exemption--available to those veterans, disabled veterans and widowers of veterans from various 
qualifying US Armed Services in qualifying wars who are residential property owners and have certified as to their 
primary residence as of April 1st.  This can provide a reduction in taxable valuation of 6,000. 
3. Tree Growth--available to those properties with at least 10 forested acres of land that is protected under tree 
growth and assessed at ―current‖ use rather than ―just‖ value. This program can substantially reduce the tax bur-
den for owners of large tracts of undeveloped land but also has a substantial penalty for withdrawal. 
4. Farm Land-- available to those properties used for farming activities. 
5. Open Space--available to those properties that have been preserved forever wild through conservation ease-
ment or other means. 
6. Blind Exemption--$4000 assessed value reduction to the blind. 
7. BETR Program-- This program provides up to a 100% direct reimbursement from the State for local per-
sonal property taxes paid. 
8. BETE Program—similar to the BETR program but allows exemptions for most non-retail type personal 
property. 
9. Maine Residents Property Tax Refund Program (also known as Circuit Breaker) –also State of Maine ad-
ministered program that provides homeowners and even renters certain refunds, depending upon the percentage of 
income spent on housing. 
10. Hardship Abatements – the City Council (not the assessor) may abate taxes if a person is unable to contrib-
ute to the public charges. 
Did you know that 1/3 of the homes in Ellsworth were built prior 
to 1930; 1/3 were built between 1930 and 1980; and the 
remaining 1/3 have been built since 1980? 
―Relax!  This is just until the Assessor comes tomorrow‖ 
City of Ellsworth Annual Report—Fiscal Year 2009/2010 
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The City Clerk’s Department acts as the custodian 
for city records, provides secretarial staff for the 
City Council, is an agent for Inland Fisheries and 
Wildlife, a local extension of the Maine Vital Sta-
tistics by housing and issuing marriage licenses (if 
the groom and/or bride are residents of Ellsworth 
or both parties are not residents of the State of 
Maine), burial permits and certified copies of 
births, deaths and marriages (if the event occurred 
in Ellsworth or the record is for an Ellsworth resi-
dent).  City Business Licenses such as arcade, liq-
uor, victualer, shellfish, and special amusement 
licenses are also obtained through the City Clerk’s 
Department.  The City Clerk kept the records for 
12 regular monthly meetings, 9 special meetings, 1 
emergency meeting, and the yearly organizational 
meeting of the Ellsworth City Council.  Agendas 
and public hearing notices for Council meetings, 
minutes from the meetings, as well as City Ordi-
nances may be viewed and/or printed online at 
www.cityofellsworthme.org. 
City Clerk: 
Heidi-Noel Grindle 
 
Deputy City Clerk: 
KaTina D. Howes 
 
Assistant Clerk: 
Amanda Parsons 
Transactions with the City Clerk’s Department can be handled in person Monday-Friday between  
8:00 AM – 5:00 PM, by phoning 207-669-6604 or through e-mail at: hgrindle@cityofellsworthme.org, 
thowes@cityofellsworthme.org or aparsons@cityofellsworthme.org. 
LICENSES ISSUED FY 2010 FY 2009 FY 2008 
Gaming Licenses 695 733 817 
Boat Registrations 796 785 1032 
ATV Registrations 303 336 430 
Snowmobile Registrations 188 221 259 
Non- Resident Lake & River Protection Stickers 27  718 392 
Dog Licenses 532 643 673 
The following is a schedule of dates when products are available and the web addresses that can 
be used to complete the necessary forms and applications. 
Vital request forms with instructions are available on the City Website at:  
 www.cityofellsworthme.org. 
ATV registrations expire on June 30 with current year registrations going on sale beginning May 15:  
 www.maine.gov/ifw/atv_snowmobile_watercraft/registration.htm 
Snowmobile registrations expire on June 30, current year registrations are available May 15:  
 www.maine.gov/ifw/atv_snowmobile_watercraft/registration.htm 
Boat registrations expire on December 30, and become available December 15:   
 www5.informe.org/online/boat/ 
Fishing/hunting/game licenses expire December 30 and are available for Christmas gifts beginning 
 December 15: - www.state.me.us/ifw/ 
Dog licenses expire on December 30 and can be relicensed for the current year on October 15:  
 www10.informe.org/dog_license/ 
City Clerk Report—FY 2009/2010 
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 Beginning June 21, 2010, 
commercial and recreational Shell-
fish Licenses became available in 
the City Clerk’s Department for 
shellfish harvesting in the French-
man Bay Region, which includes 
Ellsworth, Franklin, Hancock, 
Lamoine, Sorrento, Sullivan and 
Trenton. 
City of Ellsworth Annual Report—Fiscal Year 2009/2010 
  
TYPE 
# of Ellsworth 
Residents 
FY 2010 
FY 2010 
Resident & 
Non-Resident 
FY 2009 
Resident & 
Non-Resident 
FY 2008 
Resident & 
Non-Resident 
BIRTHS 87 345 287 277 
MARRIAGES 55 66 65 68 
DEATH 62 193 181 171 
BURIAL PERMITS  N/A 355 370 439 
VITAL RECORDS 
BUSINESS LICENSES FY2010 FY 2009 FY 2008 
Arcade 1 1 1 
Class A (four city licenses) 2 3 2 
Class B (three city licenses) 12 13 11 
Class C (two city licenses) 26 26 27 
Junkyard 3 2 2 
Liquor (Only) 4 4 4 
Lodging House (Only) 9 9 9 
Mobile Vendors (Victualer) 3 2 3 
Taxi 3 2 3 
Towing 3 3 3 
Victualer (Only) 28 30 32 
Total Business Licenses 94 95 97 
TYPE  FY 2010 
Resident Commercial   
Regular 18 
Sr./Jr. 3 
Non-Resident Commercial   
Regular 10 
Sr./Jr. 0 
Recreation Peck Only   
Resident 2 
Non-Resident 4 
Sr./Jr. 2 
SHELLFISH LICENSES 
Did you know that by complying with the state dog licensing law you could save hundreds of 
dollars in “dog at large” fees and veterinary boarding fees?  With a state license tag number 
on its collar, the City Clerk’s Office can notify the owner of a lost dog, (once it is found) 
before any expenses have been incurred. 
City Clerk Report—Continued . . . 
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 The Code Enforcement Department is re-
sponsible for the permitting of all construction and 
land use projects.  This Department also works in 
close association with the City’s Planning Office, 
Planning Board and the Board of Appeals.  The 
staff of the Code Enforcement Department per-
forms numerous inspections and site visits during 
the year to ensure compliance with Federal, State 
and Local rules, policies and ordinances. 
 The City of Ellsworth Code Enforcement 
Office has seen a marginal increase in permit activ-
ity as we move through the recent recession.  This 
office anticipates an increase in permit activity as 
consumer confidence builds.  The office also an-
ticipates more inquiries as the new Building Stan-
dards go into effect in December of 2010. 
 It is most important to realize that the Code 
Enforcement Department depends on the support 
of the City Council, City departments and the citi-
zens to facilitate the enforcement of the ordinances 
to ensure Health, Safety, and Welfare within the 
community. 
Did you know that Leonard’s Lake was created by the building of the 
Ellsworth hydro-electric dam in 1907?  The site was previously one of the 
original Benjamin Milliken dams on the Union River. 
Code Enforcement Officer: 
Dwight Tilton 
 
Deputy Code Enforcement 
Officer: Loretta Roberts 
 
Electrical & Building  
Inspector: Fred Troger 
Permit Type 2010 
Issued/Fees 
2009 
Issued/Fees 
2008 
Issued/Fees 
2007 
Issued/Fees 
Building 
  
Res. 190/$16,900.00 Res. 155/$17,032.00 Res. 217/$19,462.00 Res. 200/$24,186.00 
Com. 23/$10,112.00 Com. 35/$24,085.00 Com. 42/$43,782.00 Com. 23/$39,313.00 
Electrical 142/$6,531.00 177/$17,609.00 163/$13,401.00 186/$10,224.00 
Internal Plumbing 85/$5,329.00 96/$9,361.00 109/$12,205.00 124/$8,263.00 
Septic 35/$4,238.00 45/$4630.00 64/$6,240.00 65/$6,690.00 
Sign 69/$720.00 100/$950.00 67/$670.00 58/$580.00 
Land Use 4/$90.00 2/$50.00 6/$250.00 9/$225.00 
Sewer Connection 7/$8,700.00 7/$90,300.00 9/$68,400.00 10/$32,600.00 
Development Fee 4/$175,381.00 2/$42,680.00 9/$199,708.00 7/$213,326.00 
New Business 42/$420.00 15/$150.00 22/$220.00   
Inspections 682 665 781 860 
Fee Totals $228,425.00 $206,847.00 $364,418.00 $335,407.00 
Fees collected by the Code Enforcement Office 
―A better life for Ellsworth’s citizens through the enforcement of building, health, and safety standards.‖ 
The Code Enforcement Department has an ―Open Door Policy‖,  
feel free to contact us at any time with your questions and concerns. 
Code Enforcement Report—2009/2010 
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Contact the: 
(207) 667-2563 
www.cityofellsworthme.org 
 City of Ellsworth advertising copy based on the City’s new marketing materials, designed by 
the Ellsworth Economic Development Committee Marketing Task Group. 
Development: During Fiscal Year 2010, Ellsworth experienced the introduction of over 40 new busi-
nesses; the expansion of over 10 existing establishments (expansion defined as increases in facility size, 
number of employees and/or market share); and in excess of 4 reinvestments and business re-openings.   
In addition to this activity the City has continued investments in the new Elementary Middle School, 
planning for the construction of the new waste water treatment facility, water and sewer line extensions, 
along multiple repair and construction projects for City roads, sidewalks and trails.  On the drawing board 
are more than 10 other projects just waiting for the right time to come together.  Development ready 
properties are available, both City and privately owned.  Ellsworth has proven to be resilient in this econ-
omy with businesses expanding their current facilities or building new structures and new business open-
ings are proof that there is a definite market to service and that Ellsworth is the place to be! 
Community Development Report—2009/2010 
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Ellsworth Economic Development Committee 
The newly formed Ellsworth Economic Development 
Committee took charge and established two groups, the 
Marketing Task Group and the Retention/Growth Task 
Group.  The groups proceeded to tackle three priorities 
each. 
Marketing 
Marketing successfully devised fresh material to pro-
mote Ellsworth.  The material is designed to have a 
much longer shelf life thus saving the City from expend-
ing future funds for re-design.  The presentation is a 
bold folder cover with photos of prominent areas of 
Ellsworth, new construction and expansions, plus photos 
of specific machinery currently online in businesses 
which symbolize higher paying wages of which the City 
is encouraging growth.  There are eight enclosures in the 
folder; four informative sheets pertaining to develop-
ment areas of concentration within the City, three sheets 
pertaining to the City logo (Business, Leisure, Life) and 
lastly the City map.  The front of the sheets will have 
generic facts and data plus related photos with the back 
of the sheets open for the printing of current informa-
tion.  This design allows the material to stay fresh.  Mar-
keting also worked on several ads for print in both the 
Ellsworth American and the Bangor Daily Newspaper.  
The Development webpage came to life and is con-
stantly refreshed to reflect the changes to the new mar-
keting material.  The group also devised an informative 
booklet which has been provided to those inquiring 
about Ellsworth’s demographic data. 
Retention/Growth 
Retention/Growth decided the best way to begin was to 
connect with owners within the Ellsworth Industrial 
Park and then later within the Commerce Park.  They 
delved into this endeavor by holding a meeting for each 
park and inviting the property and business owners.  The 
meetings were structured to provide the history of each 
park and to pose questions such as what is going well in 
the parks, what are the obstacles faced and how can the 
owners and the City play a part in encouraging develop-
ment within the parks.  The second project the group 
took on was the establishment of the guidelines for the 
new City Community Enterprise Micro-Loan Program. 
City of Ellsworth Annual Report—Fiscal Year 2009/2010 
Ellsworth Knows Business 
The City has been successful in bringing key 
business resources to Ellsworth through the use 
of informational forums.  Visiting presenters 
have included representatives from: Maine Pro-
curement Technical Assistance Center 
(MPTAC), Maine Technology Institute (MTI), 
Finance Authority of Maine (FAME), Small 
Enterprise Growth Fund (SEGF), Maine Angels, 
Maine Wind Industry Initiative, Maine Compos-
ite Alliance, Maine Worker’s Comp Board, 
Maine Department of Labor (DOL) Unemploy-
ment Compensation, Internal Revenue Service 
(IRS) (annual meeting done online, Maine 
Revenue Services presenting the Business 
Equipment Tax Reimbursement (BETR) and 
Business Equipment Tax Exemption (BETE) 
Programs, the Small Business Administration 
(SBA), Maine Built Boats, the Congressional 
Delegation, MITC, Manufacturer’s of Maine, 
Maine Manufacturer’s Extension Partnership 
(MMEP), Eastern Maine Development Corpora-
tion (EMDC), Maine Department of Economic 
& Community Development (DECD), Coastal 
Enterprise, Inc (CEI), University of Maine Ap-
plied Technology Center, Senior Core of Re-
tired Executives (SCORE), Small Business De-
velopment Center (SBDC), Downeast Business 
Alliance (DBA), Washington/Hancock County 
Agency (WHCA), University of Maine Exten-
sion Service, Downeast Resource Conservation 
& Development (DERC&D), Maine Aquacul-
ture Association (exploring land based fish 
farming), and the Maine Dept. of Environmental 
Protection (DEP), to name a few.  Due in part as 
a result of the City’s Development Office host-
ing these type of events, the word is out, both 
within City limits and beyond, that Ellsworth 
knows business and anyone seeking advice and 
information on business expansions or reloca-
tion will find the City of Ellsworth and its capa-
ble staff to be open, inviting, knowledgeable, 
and ready to make the project happen. 
Did you know that in 1850 Ellsworth was divided into 18 school districts with one 
“agent” appointed for each district?  Early law required one elementary school per 50 
families and one grammar school (today’s equivalent of a high school) per 100 families.  
(Source: Deale B. Salisbury’s book, entitled Ellsworth—Crossroads of Downeast Maine, A Pictorial Review) 
Community Development Report Continued ... 
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An image of Ellsworth’s City Hall is 
used by many organizations to depict the es-
sence of the City of Ellsworth.  Maintaining 
this important public building for the citizens 
of Ellsworth and its employees is the responsi-
bility of the Building Maintenance Depart-
ment.  Great pride is taken in keeping the 
building and grounds clean, safe and accessi-
ble. 
The department’s regular duties include 
tasks such as: cleaning, landscaping, testing 
emergency equipment and lighting, plumbing, 
electrical, welding, carpentry, maintaining 
walkways and steps and snow removal.  We 
also meet with outside vendors and contractors 
and oversee the larger scale building mainte-
nance projects.  During the summer the depart-
ment takes care of the custodial work at Har-
bor Park as well. 
One of last year’s major projects was 
the replacement of 29 single pane windows 
with new thermo pane windows.  New pro-
grammable thermostats replaced old thermo-
stats.  With these new energy efficient im-
provements the city realized a savings of over 
900 gallons of fuel oil.  In addition these 
changes went a long way in making the work 
environment more comfortable for City Hall 
employees. 
This fall we will oversee the replace-
ment of the roof on the newer wing of the  
Bryant E. Moore School (a City owned prop-
erty) where the Downeast YMCA provides 
daycare services and a Senior Center is oper-
ated by Faith in Action.  The old rubber roof 
will be replaced with a new hot asphalt finish 
roof with pea-stone and R30 insulation which 
is highly recommended for coastal areas.  The 
new roof should last up to twice as long as a 
rubber roof and also has some self-sealing val-
ues. 
The Department also maintains paper 
and cleaning product inventories for City Hall, 
the Fire and Police Departments, Harbor Park, 
the Transfer Station and Demyer Field.  Start-
ing in July we switched over to a bulk concen-
trated chemical dispenser system utilizing just 
three green cleaning products for City Hall, 
and the Police and Fire Departments.  The sav-
ings for a year should be in the 40% range and 
further reduce our carbon footprint.  As always 
we have the tax payer in mind as we negotiate 
prices for supplies. 
The Building Maintenance Dept. would 
like to thank all our co-workers for their help 
in keeping this beautiful and historic building a 
place that the citizens of Ellsworth and the em-
ployees of the City can continue to be proud 
of. 
 
Doug Kohute,  
Facilities Supervisor 
Did you know that City Hall was originally 
built in 1934 and renovated in 1999? 
Facilities Supervisor: 
Doug Kohute 
Facilities Department Report—2009/2010 
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Finances 
The City Council approved a gross budget of 
$11,867,666 for FY 2010.  This budget is com-
prised of $9,141,670 for the City, $385,325 for the 
County budget, $500,000 for future educational 
appropriations, $985,889 for the Water Department 
and $854,782 for the Wastewater Department.  The 
City budget increased $314,444 from FY 2009.  
The Water Department and Wastewater Depart-
ment are self-supporting and do not require tax dol-
lars to operate. 
 
The City and 11 surrounding towns filed a Reor-
ganization Plan to the Commissioner of Education 
(which was approved on November 5, 2008) to 
form Regional School Unit 24 (RSU #24) which 
became operational on July 1, 2009.  As such, the 
operations of the school and the preparation of the 
school budget is no longer part of the City budget, 
and is no longer approved by the City Council, but 
is instead subject to approval by the voters of the 
City (and other members of the RSU) through 
budget meetings and a budget validation process.  
Upon adoption of the RSU #24 budget, a property 
tax levy is then established and filed with the City 
Assessor. 
 
 
Fund Balance 
In order to maintain financial stability, the City has 
an established policy to maintain an undesignated 
fund balance of no less than 7% and no more than 
12% of the previous fiscal year’s operating expen-
ditures less debt service.  If the percentage falls 
below 7%, the Council must create a three year 
plan to reimburse the fund balance.  Any fund bal-
ance in excess of 12% shall be used to increase 
designated reserves; the City’s appropriated contin-
gency account, or the appropriated capital improve-
ment fund.  The City’s current undesignated fund 
balance stands at $2,356,108 million or 10.52 % of 
FY 2009 expenditures.  It is important for the City 
to maintain an adequate fund balance for many rea-
sons.  A good cash flow allows the City to, not 
only pay its bills on time, but to maintain a higher 
bank balance and be eligible for a higher interest 
rate.  It also allows funds to be invested short term 
which creates additional revenue.  A sufficient fund 
balance aids the City in securing a good rating 
when applying for bond funds thus securing a 
lower interest rate.  Most importantly, it creates a 
cushion for emergency funds in unforeseen circum-
stances.  It is important to note that fund balance is 
not one hundred percent surplus cash; it is also 
made up of accounts receivable and accrual funds. 
Did you know that over 5,000 vehicles are registered yearly at 
Ellsworth City Hall? 
Finance Director: 
Tammy Mote 
Deputy Treasurer/Tax  
Collector: Leann Beal 
Deputy Treasurer: Teri Dane 
Tax Clerk: Virginia Derise 
Utilities Coordinator: Jill Brown 
Deputy Tax Collector: 
Barbara Ameen 
The Finance Department consists of six employees and maintains financial funds for the entire City in-
cluding the Water Department and Wastewater Department.  The office is also responsible for the col-
lection of all property taxes, motor vehicle and boat excise taxes, Solid Waste Department billing and 
collections and collections for other general City operations.  In addition to these activities, the Treas-
urer’s Office is responsible for maintaining City investments, reserve funds, and project financing.  The 
Deputy Treasurer maintains payroll and personnel records and is responsible for accounts payable and 
project management.  The Finance Department strives to maintain a reputable, customer-oriented atti-
tude of friendly service while managing a high volume of activity. 
Finance Department Report—2009/2010 
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Long-Term Liabilities 
At the end of the current fiscal year, the City of 
Ellsworth had total long-term debt of $54,626,045.  
Of this amount, $2,630,000 is remaining on a bond 
for construction of the Ellsworth High School; 
$3,165,950 is remaining for road construction pro-
jects, revaluation, Business Park improvements, 
and fire equipment; $12,506,247 is for business-
type activities.  In 2010, the City of Ellsworth is-
sued a School Construction Bond in the amount of 
$36,323,848 by Regional School Unit #24 in the 
name of the City of Ellsworth.  The State of Maine 
Department of Education is responsible for paying 
96 percent of the annual principal and interest pay-
ments to the Maine Municipal Bond Bank directly.  
The remaining four percent is paid by the Regional 
School Unit #24. 
 
All debt is backed by the full faith and credit of the 
City. 
 
The City of Ellsworth issued $17,331,133 in new 
long-term debt during the current fiscal year. 
 
State statutes limit the amount of general obligation 
debt a municipality may issue to 15% of its total 
state assessed valuation.  The current debt limita-
tion for the City of Ellsworth is $158,595,000 far 
exceeding the City’s outstanding general obligation 
debt. 
 
Reserve Funds 
The Finance Office maintains 19 reserve funds to-
taling $1,288,031 for the City, Water Department, 
and Wastewater Department.  These funds are con-
trolled by the City Council and are for capital pur-
chases only. 
 
Grants 
The Finance Office also manages over six million 
dollars in grant funds that includes funding re-
ceived from USDA, DEP, ARRA, and CDBG.  
Once a department applies for and receives a grant, 
the Finance Office is responsible for ensuring the 
funds are appropriated in the way the grant in-
tended and to receive reimbursement for all expen-
ditures.  In FY 2010 the City received $33,730 
from a SAFER grant, $35,000 from a Pumpout Sta-
tion grant, $88,000 from a Safe Routes to Schools 
grant, a $36,903 Homeland Security grant, and 
$23,000 in small miscellaneous grants. 
 
Capital Improvement Fund 
The City sustains a capital improvement fund for 
the purpose of replacing and acquiring new assets 
and reconstruction of infrastructure.  The City 
maintains a ten year capital improvement plan for 
both governmental and business type activities for 
budgetary planning.  The following are major capi-
tal asset events for FY 2010:  $850,000 for Local 
Road Improvements; $112,000 for City Hall Im-
provements; $18,350 for Information Technology; 
$20,000 for the Highway Garage; $149,345 for 
new Highway Equipment; $56,500 for new Police 
Equipment; $75,000 for Miscellaneous Capital Im-
provements; $35,000 for Wastewater Plant 
Cleanup; $20,000 for Recreational Improvements; 
$35,000 in Wastewater Capital Improvements; and 
$73,000 for Water Department Capital Improve-
ments. 
 
Taxes 
In FY 2010, 8514 real estate and personal property 
tax bills were mailed for a tax commitment of 
$14,070,801.  Taxes are collected in two install-
ments - one in September and one in March.  As of 
June 30, 2010, 94.46% of the total commitment 
was collected with 765 remaining tax liens re-
corded.  Only 53 of 560 personal property accounts 
remain unpaid. 
 
The City’s five largest taxpayers are Bangor Hydro 
Electric Co., Lowes Home Centers, Wal-Mart, Un-
ion River Associates Realty, and Home Depot.  
These five businesses collectively pay more than 
$1.2 million in taxes annually. 
 
Utilities 
The City’s Sewer and Water utilities maintain a 
system of approximately 1300 customers.  In FY 
2010, the Finance Office billed $1,032,305 in wa-
ter usage with 98.52% collected and $658,320 in 
sewer usage with 91.54% collected. 
 
The Solid Waste Department billed $177,129 in 
waste disposal fees with all but $33,779 collected 
by the end of the fiscal year. 
Finance Department Report—Continued... 
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Ellsworth Fire Department Mission Statement 
 The Ellsworth Fire Department is committed to protecting the citizens, visitors, property and environ-
ment within our community from harm. 
 We are a team of dedicated professionals bound by our commitment to provide rapid, professional, 
compassionate services to ensure the health, safety and well being of all within our community.  We subscribe 
to the belief that there is no glory in responding to an emergency that could have been prevented. 
 To accomplish our mission we will continually strive to improve our knowledge and proficiency in 
the areas of fire prevention, public education, fire suppression, rescue and related activities. 
 We will be active participants in our community and serve as role models for the people of our com-
Fire Chief: 
Jon Marshall 
 
Deputy Fire Chief: 
Richard Tupper 
 
The Fire Department has a total of thirty-four* dedicated career and on-call employees who are 
responsible for emergency responses and daily functions as required to operate and maintain a profes-
sional fire department.  (* as of 06/30/2010) 
Chief Jonathan Marshall Deputy Fire Chief Richard Tupper 
Captain Kevin Deprenger Captain Kevin Kane 
Fire Inspector Michael Hangge Firefighter/Engineer Brandon Beal 
Firefighter/Engineer Daryl Clark Firefighter/Engineer Philip (Jody) Frederick 
Firefighter/Engineer Gary Saunders Firefighter/Engineer David Rudolph 
Admin. Assistant Colleen LeClair   
Captain Richard Fortier Captain Walter Tupper 
Lt. Kevin Bland Lt. Kenneth Worden 
Safety Officer Tom King Clyde Cushing II – Assistant Safety Officer 
FF Kristian Bearscove FF Jason Blocker 
FF Robert Dorr FF Edward Farnsworth 
FF Fred Hersom FF Edward Pollack 
FF Roger Salley FF Russell Torrey 
FF Brandon Tupper FF Ian Yaffe 
FF Myles Block - Support   
FF Danielle Blocker - Support Brian Bailey – Custodial Support 
FF Brad Ewing - Support Deborah Dawson - Photographer 
FF Jesse Turner - Support Reserve Engineer Allan Saunders 
Fire Department Report—FY 2009/2010 
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During the year five members left the de-
partment, all were valued firefighters and their ser-
vice to the City was greatly appreciated.  Those 
firefighters were Casey Bunker, Keisha Kelliher, 
Brandon Leavitt, James O’Rourke and Alden 
―Buddy‖ Saunders. 
Three new firefighters joined our ranks 
during the past year.  Eugene ―Fred‖ Hersom, who 
was a Fire Science Program live-in student with 
our department from 2002 to 2004, moved to Ells-
worth and rejoined the department.  Fred holds an 
AS degree in Fire Science, is a certified Firefighter 
2 and basic EMT. 
Ian Yaffe relocated to Ellsworth from 
Brunswick (where he was a member of the Bruns-
wick Fire Department), to become Executive Di-
rector for Mano en Mano in Milbridge.  Ian is a 
certified Firefighter 2 and a Red Cross Certified 
CPR and First Aid Instructor. 
Robert ―Bobby‖ Dorr joined the depart-
ment in August, completed his basic departmental 
training and began training at the Hancock County 
Fire Academy in January.  Bobby completed the 
more than 172 hours of academy instruction and in 
May received his Firefighter 2, basic wildfire 
fighter and hazardous materials operations level 
certifications. 
Inspector Mike Hangge attended classes at 
the National Fire Academy in Principles of Fire 
Protection; Structures and Systems Evaluating Per-
formance Based Designs. Mike also received in-
spector certification from the National Fire Sprin-
kler Association and is now a State licensed sprin-
kler inspector. 
Outreach and Events 
Our monthly newsletter ―The Ticonic‖ is 
being posted to the fire department website for 
public access as are daily updates on the wildfire 
danger rating and open burning permit rules for the 
day. 
The department has started a facebook 
page and we now have over 600 ―fans‖.  The page 
is updated as needed with information on the fire 
danger, fire prevention tips for the season and in-
formation on fires or traffic collisions that may af-
fect travel. 
The department was notified in June that 
we had been chosen to host the Maine State Fed-
eration of Fire Fighters Association’s 50th annual 
convention in September 2013.  This will be the 
fourth time Ellsworth has hosted their annual con-
vention and we are very proud to have been se-
lected to host this landmark event.  The previous 
conventions were in 1975, 1984 and 1996. 
Incident Response and Losses 
 
 The Fire Department responded to 397 incidents, an increase of 12 responses from last year.  
Total property losses for the year were $106,502.  This is a decrease of $1,573,498 from last year when 
we experienced two major fires that totaled $1.6 Million.  Response and loss statistics are broken down 
below.  The number and type of incidents are summarized in the graph on the next page. 
 
Structural fire losses in excess of $1,000 were: 
 
9/19/09 Mercantile Fire  Damage: $30,000 Cause: Improper disposal of smoking materials. 
1/05/10 Residential Fire  Damage: $  5,000 Cause: Chimney Fire 
3/14/10 Shed Fire   Damage: $  4,800 Cause: Undetermined origin 
3/16/10 Garage Fire   Damage: $19,000 Cause: Combustibles too close to a wood stove 
4/21/10 Apartment Fire  Damage: $12,000 Cause: Electrical short in extension cord 
6/21/10 Storage Bldg. Fire Damage: $16,000 Cause: Improper disposal of oily rags 
 
Vehicle fire losses:     $16,150 
Other losses including fires, leaks and other damage: $  3,552 
Fire Department Report—Continued... 
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Incident Response Summary: 
 
Fire Responses:    39 9.82% of incidents 
Structural:    13 
Mobile Property/Vehicles:  8 
Wildland:    4 
Debris/Mulch:    14 
 
Rescue & Assist EMS:   18 4.53% of incidents 
Assist EMS Crews:   12 
Extrication of victim(s) from vehicle:  4 
Water or Ice Rescue:   1 
Watercraft rescue:   1 
 
Hazardous Condition (No Fire):  89 22.41% if incidents 
Gasoline/flammable liquid spill: 10 
LP Gas leak:    5 
Combustible liquid spill:  6 
Carbon Monoxide:   3 
Arcing electrical lines:  1 
Vehicle Collisions:   51 
Other:     13 
 
Service Calls:     103 25.94% of incidents 
Assist Public:    18 
Water/Steam Leak:   3 
Smoke/Odor Removal:  16 
Burning Permit Checks:  21 
Odor Investigation:   33 
Assist Police:     11 
Cover Assignment:   1 
 
Good Intent Call:    40 10.07% of incidents 
Dispatched and canceled en route: 18 
Authorized Controlled Burn:  3 
Smoke scare/Odor:   4 
Other good intent:   9 
 
False Alarm & False Call:   108 27.20% of incidents 
Smoke Detector Activation (no fire): 28 
Alarm System Activation (no fire): 10 
Heat Detector Activation (no fire): 1 
Carbon Monoxide Alarm (no CO): 6 
Unintentional transmission of alarm: 3 
System Malfunction:   57 
Other False Alarms:   3 
 
Average Emergency Response Time (from receipt of alarm to first unit on scene) = 5.25 Minutes 
Fire Department Report—Continued... 
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Beginning in 2008 the department began tracking the location of incidents within the City.  The 
City was divided into response districts as follows: 
 
District 1 covers Main Street from the Union River and out Union Street to the Han-
cock, Lamoine and Trenton town lines. 
District 2 covers West from the Union River to the Surry town line on the Surry Road, 
the Bucksport Road to Catherine’s Avenue, Red Bridge Road to Branch Pond Stream, 
and Main Street/Union Street North on State Street to the North Street intersection and 
the Bangor Road to Dale’s Way. 
District 3 covers North Street and Mariaville Road to the Otis and Fletchers Landing 
town lines. 
District 4 covers from Branch Pond Stream on Red Bridge Road and Bangor Road from 
Dale’s Way North to the Dedham town line and Winkumpaugh Road to the Happytown 
Road intersection (four corners). 
District 5 Bucksport Road from Catherine’s Avenue West to the Surry and Orland town 
lines Happytown Road to the Winkumpaugh Road intersection (four corners). 
 
The map showing these districts is available for viewing at: 
http://www.cityofellsworthme.org/planning/maps/fire_districts.pdf 
District Incident Response Summary 
 
 
Alarm Time Summary: 
 
Time Period     Number of Incidents 
12:00 AM to 7:00 AM   46 Responses 
7:00 AM to 5:00 PM    242 Responses (178 on Monday-Friday) 
5:00 PM to 12:00 PM    109 Responses 
 
Equipment Updates:  
The aerial committee completed its work on bid specifications for a 75 foot rear-mount quint 
(pump, water tank, fire hose, aerial device, and ground ladders) mounted on a single axle chassis.  Bids 
were opened on August 27th 2009 with the low bid of $710,407 from Smeal Fire Apparatus of Snyder, 
Nebraska.  Following a complete review of the submitted bid specifications the bid was awarded to 
Smeal in October.  The expected delivery date of the new ladder truck is late October 2010. 
  District 1 District 2 District 3 District 4 District 5 Mutual Aid 
Responses 174 143 15 24 23 18 
Average Response 
Time 
5.20 min. 5.52 min. 13.49 min. 16.27 min. 13.24 min. NA 
Did you know that the Ellsworth Fire Department will host 
the 50th Annual Maine State Federation of Firefighters 
Convention in September 2013? 
Fire Department Report—Continued... 
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New Fire Station Project: 
The Fire Station committee issued a request for qualifications for architectural and engineering 
services for site evaluation and schematic design services and received fourteen responses. Following 
review of those, six firms were asked to submit proposals for the above services. The committee inter-
viewed those six firms and toured fire station projects recently completed by three of those firms. The 
committee selected WBRC Architects of Bangor and CES, Inc. of Brewer for the project. 
The cost for schematic design services and site engineering exceeded the amount budgeted and 
the decision was made to table action on proceeding with the design process for this budget year unless 
the ARRA Fire Station Grant application was approved. The City was notified in May that we had not 
received the ARRA grant. One of the major deciding factors for denial of the grant was a lack of site 
evaluation and designs. 
Funding to complete the site evaluation and schematic design phases of the project was ap-
proved in the FY2011 budget and the committee hopes to begin working with WBRC and CES in early 
fall of 2010. 
Building committee members are; City Manager Michelle Beal, Fire Chief Jon Marshall, Dep-
uty Fire Chief Richard Tupper, Firefighter Myles Block, Police Chief John DeLeo, Councilor Gary For-
tier, Councilor John Moore, IT Administrator Jason Ingalls, Ben Beal and Chris Crockett. 
Sincere thanks are extended to our firefighters, City Council members, City Manager Beal, and 
the citizens of the City for their continued support. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Chief Jonathan Marshall 
City’s new Fire Truck—chassis at pre-paint inspection stage 
Color Guard—
Memorial Day 
Circle K fire as seen on arrival of 
first response unit 
Fire Department Report—Continued... 
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The General Assistance Program has been 
available in every city and town in Maine for many 
years for the purpose of providing assistance to those 
individuals or families who find themselves unable to 
provide for their basic needs.  Many unanticipated and 
unexpected events can happen that could put someone 
in a trying situation.  The first thing one should check 
into is the possibility of family members lending a 
helping hand.  After exploring that option, visit the 
nearest Department of Health and Human Services 
office (1-800-606-0215) where applications are avail-
able for food stamps, TANF (Temporary Assistance 
to Needy Families), ASPIRE (Additional Support for 
People In Retraining and Employment), and other 
emergency assistance programs.  Loaves & Fishes (in 
Ellsworth), the Pantry (in Blue Hill) and the Emmaus 
Center (in downtown Ellsworth), all help with food if 
requested.  LIHEAP (Low-Income Home Energy 
Assistance Program / 1-800-452-4668) helps eligible 
clients with their heat during the winter months.  MDI 
Housing Authority (207-288-4770) and the WHCA 
(Washington Hancock Community Agency / 207-664
-2424) both have programs for subsidized housing.  
The Emmaus Center, (our local shelter) has served the 
general public for the past 15 years, providing help to 
residents and non-residents in need of temporary or 
emergency shelter, food, help in finding work, apply-
ing for subsidized housing, etc.  As mentioned above, 
the General Assistance Program at City Hall is here to 
help those eligible with many of these same needs.  
There is an application which is filled out during an 
interview.  The GA Administrator has 24 hours in 
which to make a determination of eligibility (based on 
predetermined criteria) and grant assistance if the ap-
plicant is found to be eligible. 
The City of Ellsworth has also created an 
Emergency Fuel Discretionary Fund for the residents 
of Ellsworth that do not qualify for General Assis-
tance, but are struggling to stay warm and on top of 
heating bills.  Donations for this fund are accepted 
from any resident or business wishing to help.  Money 
donated will be used strictly for the Discretionary Fuel 
Fund.  If you are interested in donating to this fund or 
find yourself in need of applying for this assistance 
you may contact Ellsworth City Hall at 669-6630. 
General Assistance 
Administrator: 
KaTina Howes 
MONTH FOOD HOUSING HEAT ELECTRIC 
HSE/
PERS 
MEDI
CAL MISC. TOTALS 
JULY  $1,327.75  $210.00    $1537.75 
AUG  $1,719.00  $93.00    $1812.00 
SEPT  $1,375.50  $80.00 $49.63   $1505.13 
OCT  $925.00 $246.90 $20.28    $1192.18 
NOV  $216.00 $23.93     $239.93 
DEC  $3,111.00 $957.18     $4068.18 
JAN $30.39 $1,889.00 $562.87 $100.00    $2582.26 
FEB $300.00 $1,677.00 $149.96 $180.00    $2306.96 
MAR  $1,473.95      $1473.95 
APR  $467.50 $67.41 $58.00    $592.91 
MAY $20.00 $500.75   $40.00   $560.75 
JUNE  $1,301.50  $50.01   $785.00 $2136.51 
TOTALS $350.39 $15,983.95 $2008.25 $791.29 $89.63  $785.00 $20008.51 
TOTAL BY CATEGORY—July 2009 to June 2010 
General Assistance Program Report—2009/2010 
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 Special thanks go out to Bob Gettman 
for almost 5 years service as Assistant Harbor-
master.  Bob has retired and will enjoy the 
river from ―the other side of the 
dock‖….Thanks Bob. 
 
 Kurt Strauch is our new Assistant Har-
bormaster; he is a natural and fits right in, 
Welcome Kurt! 
 
 This year we have two new gifts to the 
Park.  A beautiful granite park bench in mem-
ory of Richard Brown.  Richard and his wife 
had a sail boat at the harbor years ago and just 
loved the place.  The other gift was a special 
occasion American flag that draped the coffin 
of the late Donald Allen.  Don spent many af-
ternoons at the harbor, helping us all solve the 
world’s problems.  We will fly his flag with 
honor. 
 
 The harbor is again operating at capac-
ity, with the floating dock full and all moorings 
taken.  We discovered some rot in the piles 
that hold the main dock in place.  This was 
taken care of by the City’s highway crew.  Big 
thanks to Myron Grant and his crew.  There 
were several weddings under the Gazebo at the 
park, as well as some music entertainment 
events and  ―Shakespeare under the Stars‖ 
theater performances. 
 Year after year, the Harbor Park gets 
busier and busier.  It seems that there is more 
activity in the park than in the water, but that 
may change next year as it looks like our long 
awaited new marina slips and pumpout station 
project will become a reality.  The City will be 
installing a gangway, ten finger slips, and a 
pumpout station in the spring of 2011 to fur-
ther accommodate increased recreational and 
transient boating and in turn aid in economic 
development.  This project will be awarded to 
a contractor in August 2010.  These improve-
ments are made possible by a grant of 
$100,000 from the Boating Infrastructure 
Grant Program and a pumpout station grant of 
$35,000 from the Department of Environ-
mental Protection. 
Harbormaster’s Report—2009/2010 
Did you know that at one time Ellsworth was the second largest lumber 
shipping port in the world.  In 1853, 35 million feet of sawed lumber was 
shipped via the Union River. 
Harbormaster:  
Randy Heckman 
 
Assistant Harbormaster: 
Kurt Strauch 
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This year has seen a major step forward in 
our ability to provide library service to you.  On 
October 1, 2009 we went live with Apollo, our new 
Internet based catalog and circulation system.  This 
system is 21st century technology and allows li-
brary members to search our catalog, reserve and 
renew items, submit reviews and request purchase 
of items from any computer with Internet access.  
You may also choose to receive notices by email, 
instead of snail mail or phone call.  You can even 
receive an email notice three days before items are 
due - a great way to avoid those overdue charges. 
The system has streamlined many of the 
tasks performed by our staff, allowing more time to 
devote to other projects.  The company that devel-
oped Apollo continues to make improvements on a 
regular basis, many of which are based on sugges-
tions from customers. 
We have been able to add a computer kiosk 
to hold our two catalog computers plus two new 15
-minute Internet access computers.  The kiosk and 
new computers were purchased through a grant 
received from the Stephen and Tabitha King Foun-
dation. 
Our Youth Services department is very 
busy as usual.  We provide three pre-school story 
times per week.  Tuesdays at 10:30 AM are recom-
mended for four and five year olds, Thursdays at 
10:30 AM are recommended for 2 and 3 year olds, 
and Laptime on Fridays at 10 AM is recommended 
for 0 to 24 months.  Each session provides activi-
ties for the recommended ages.  Special Story 
Times take place on one Saturday each month with 
a different topic for each. 
The Youth Services department also wel-
comed several school groups to the library during 
the year and assisted teachers and parents who are 
home schooling their children.  Our summer read-
ing program and Summertime Delights series were 
very popular as usual. 
Our thanks go to the Friends of the Li-
brary.  Without the funding this group provides, 
our programs would not happen.  Please patronize 
the Friends' book sales and if you are not a member 
of the Friends, please join to help support your li-
brary. 
Ellsworth Public Library cards are free to 
everyone.  If you do not have a card just bring in an 
ID showing your name and current mailing address 
and fill out our registration form.  It is that simple! 
Over the past year we have been updating 
our various policies and adding them to our web-
site where they are available to the public.  The 
staff is charged with enforcing these policies, 
which are created to assure fair and equitable treat-
ment of all our members as well as the smooth run-
ning of the everyday operations of the library. 
In this day where identity theft is common-
place, one of our most important policies requires 
that all members present their library card in order 
to check out materials.  Each member is financially 
responsible for materials that are checked out on 
their cards.  While it may seem unlikely that any-
one would come into the library and claim to be 
someone else in a place like Ellsworth, it has in 
fact happened - more than once.  It is important for 
the library to protect members from being responsi-
ble for materials that they did not check out and it 
is important for the library to protect itself from the 
loss of its materials. 
Library Director:  
Charlene E. Churchill 
 
Assistant Director: 
Charlene F. Clemons 
Did you know that the Ellsworth Public Library, also known as the Tisdale 
House, was originally built in 1817 for Colonel Melatiah Jordan?   
Adelaide True was the first library director, she has had 10 successors. 
Ellsworth Public Library Report—FY 2009/2010 
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Library Trustees:    Rebecca Leamon - Chairperson 
Raymond Williams - Treasurer   Jason Barrett 
Wendy Lessard - Secretary    Ronald Fortier 
Library Staff:  
Charlene Fox Clemons - Assistant Director 
Nancy Caswell - Administrative Assistant/Technical Services 
Edmund Murray - Custodian/Maintenance 
Marie Davis - Senior Circulation Librarian 
Keli Gancos - Youth Services Librarian 
Irene Whitney – Reference Librarian 
Mary McKillop - Circulation Librarian 
Sandy Abbott - Adult Services and Circulation Librarian 
Abby Morrow - Part-Time Youth Services Circulation Librarian 
Martha Dodge - Part-Time Youth Services Circulation Librarian 
Allegra Pellerano - Summer Youth Services Circulation Librarian 
Katherine Lyons - Summer Circulation Librarian 
 
Library Hours:  
Monday, Tuesday and Friday 9 - 5, Wednesday and Thursday 9 - 8, Saturday 9 - 2 
Library Statistics: FY 2007 FY 2008 FY 2009 FY 2010 
Circulation 173,232 192,916 194,010 179,632 
Interlibrary Loans 1,559 1,632 1,730 1,489 
Reference Questions 9,714 11,185 12,133 10,330 
Computer Usage (hours) 10,503 11,924 13,662 13,143 
Program Attendance 5,981 7,453 8,196 5,143 
We would like to thank the taxpayers of the city and supporting local towns, the City 
Council members, City Manager Michelle Beal, our Trustees, our staff, the Friends of the Li-
brary, and our members for their support of our library this past year. 
 Finally, on a personal note, I would like to express my heartfelt thanks to Charlene 
Clemons and all of the staff of the library who stepped up to keep things running very smoothly 
during my extended medical leave.  The City of Ellsworth is very fortunate to have these dedi-
cated and capable employees. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Charlene E. Churchill, Library Director 
City of Ellsworth Annual Report—Fiscal Year 2009/2010 
The History of 
Ellsworth Maine 
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During fiscal year 2010, the Planning Department 
successfully moved forward a variety of projects 
and initiatives, in addition to 
maintaining its regular adminis-
trative duties for the Planning 
Board. 
The Planning Board 
consists of seven appointed 
members. Assistance to the Plan-
ning Board includes the prepara-
tion of agendas, public notifica-
tion, and preparation of meeting 
minutes. It also includes working one on one with 
actual and prospective applicants to ensure the sub-
mittal of complete subdivision and conditional use 
applications for review by the Planning Board. The 
Department also heads the Technical Review Team 
(TRT) comprised of the following staff: Fire and 
Police Chiefs, Water and Wastewa-
ter Superintendants, Highway Fore-
man, and the Code Enforcement 
Officer. The TRT reviews and com-
ments on all Planning Board sub-
mittals. The Planning Board also 
advises the City Council on rezon-
ing requests, and amendments to 
the text of ordinances. Fiscal year 
2010 Planning Board activities are 
summarized in the table above and as shown, the 
Planning Board experienced the slowest year over-
all since 2004 for all types of projects. 
ELLSWORTH PLANNING BOARD 
  
  
Project Types* 
Fiscal Year 
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 
Projects/Proposals 35 26 12 38 38 18 13 projects 
Subdivisions 11 9 6 18 8 7 6 actions 
New Lots 132 109 48 66 48 18 4 new lots 
New Units 23 0 6 90 8 4 3 new comm. units 
4 2 new res. units 
New/Renovated Com-
mercial Space (s.f.) 
33,770 98,728 14,400 712,786 118,853 127,334 9.684 s.f 
Filling/Grading           16.5 7.18 acres 
*Data for rezoning and ordinance amendments is not included in this table 
Ellsworth Planning Board 
 
John Fink, Chairman 
Dwayne Patton, Vice-Chairman 
Don Martin, Secretary 
Darrell Wilson 
Ken Wilmot 
Toby Stevenson 
Roger Lessard 
City Planner: 
Michele Gagnon 
 
Deputy Planner: 
Jef Fitzgerald 
Planning Department Report—2009/2010 
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Ellsworth Falls Rail with Trail. Ten years ago, the 
Maine Department of Transportation initiated the Ellsworth 
Falls Shared Use Path (rail with trail) in hopes to connect 
Ayers Junction located in Western Washington County to Ells-
worth (90 miles).  The project was delayed for many years 
mainly because of funding difficulties.  With perseverance and 
leadership, we were able to get the project back on track.  This 
project will result in a 1.3 mile multi-use trail segment starting 
at the junction of Routes 179/180 and the Bangor Road and 
heading south through the high school and residential 
neighborhoods and ending at Spring Street.  From there the 
path will eventually connect to the 85-mile multi-purpose Sun-
rise Trail spanning from Ayers Junction in the Town of Char-
lotte to Washington Junc-
tion in the Town of Han-
cock.  The construction 
of the 1.3 mile segment is 
anticipated to be com-
pleted by the spring of 
2011. 
City of Ellsworth Annual Report—Fiscal Year 2009/2010 
Notable accomplishments by the Planning Department during the fiscal year include: 
STAR Center Study.  The 
City of Ellsworth hopes the 85-
mile Sunrise Trail presently ending 
at Washington Junction in the 
Town of Hancock will soon be 
connected to High Street.  The 
Maine Department of Transporta-
tion has partnered with the City, 
the Ellsworth Area Chamber of 
Commerce, Downeast Scenic Rail-
road, Friends of Acadia, and the 
Sunrise Trail Coalition to find a 
trail head location off High Street 
thus giving the trail the visibility it 
deserves.  The Surface Transporta-
tion and Recreation (STAR) Center 
Study, presently underway, looks at 
finding a suitable trailhead for the 
multi-use trail, in addition to pro-
viding a suitable space for the ex-
cursion train station and small mu-
seum, a visitor center, and multi-
modal center. 
 Sidewalks. Time was spent designing safe walking routes for school children.  Selected areas 
included Pond Avenue, Oak Street and Davis Street.  Sidewalk construction on Pond Ave. (350 feet) is 
complete and Davis and Oak Streets are scheduled for completion by the end of the summer season, 
with respectively 250 feet and 1,000 feet in length.  These projects were paid in part through grant mon-
ies from the Maine Department of Transportation.  The City also submitted a grant application to com-
plete the remaining 1,100 feet of sidewalks on Oak Street. 
Visit us on the web at: www.cityofellsworthme.org 
Planning Department Report—continued... 
Oak Street Pond Avenue 
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Ordinances. The City completely re-
vamped its parking standards.  Planning staff 
worked in close coordination with the Downtown 
Association to establish parking regulations that 
will support the vitality and appearance of Down-
town Ellsworth.  Furthermore, the new standards 
result in a more flexible city-wide approach, for 
example in identifying the number of parking 
spaces needed for many type of businesses.  
Work was also accomplished on lighting, storm-
water, mobile home, and campground ordi-
nances. 
City of Ellsworth Annual Report—Fiscal Year 2009/2010 
Notable accomplishments by the Planning Department during the fiscal year include: 
Community Enterprise. The Planning De-
partment joined forces with the Community Devel-
opment Director to secure funding from the Maine 
Department of Economic and Community Develop-
ment.  The funding is used to recapitalize the Façade 
Program and add a micro-loan component.  The new 
program was renamed the Community Enterprise 
Program.  The purpose of the Façade component is 
to assist businesses in improving the visual quality 
of commercial properties, enhancing the physical 
appearance of storefronts, maintaining viability, and 
providing retail and other commercial opportunities.  
The purpose of the micro-loan component is to as-
sist small businesses owned by a person living in a 
low or moderate income household with affordable 
and accessible financing that will in turn diversify 
the economic base, create/retain jobs, and encourage 
private investments. 
Medical Marijuana.  Upon the Novem-
ber decision by Maine voters to legalize medical 
marijuana, the Planning Staff has been busy 
keeping abreast of the development on this mat-
ter at the state level.  Regulations are being de-
veloped and will be in place by December 2010. 
During the period covered by this report, the Ellsworth Planning Department provided direct sup-
port or had meaningful involvement with the following boards, commissions, organizations and 
committees: 
 
 Technical Review Team    Ellsworth Downtown Association 
 Ellsworth Supply Commission   Sustainable Ellsworth 
 Local Roads Commissions    Surface Transportation & Rec. Center 
 Zoning Update Committee    Sunrise Trail 
 Ellsworth Chamber of Commerce   Walk to School 
 Hancock County Planning Commission  Bike-Ped Committee 
 Brownfields Committee    Downeast Family YMCA 
 Ellsworth Economic Development Committee It’s All About Food 
 Community Enterprise Committee   Frenchman Bay Conservancy 
Did you know that Ellsworth has a total land mass area of 93.8 
square miles, making it the “largest city in Maine”?  79.2 square 
miles of “solid” land with an additional 14.6 miles of lake and river 
water surface area! 
Planning Department Report—continued... 
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The Ellsworth Police Department is made 
up of the following officers: Lt. Harold Page, Sgt. 
Kelvin Mote, Sgt. Glenn Moshier, Det. Dorothy 
Small, and Police Officers: Gil Jameson, Troy Bi-
res, Rick Roberts, Chad Wilmot, Chris Smith, 
Shawn Willey, Dan Owens, Drew Weatherbee, 
Amie Torrey, Barton Tokas and Paul Gamble.  Our 
reserve officers include Fred Ehrlenbach and Bryan 
Dow. 
 Ellsworth is the county seat of Hancock 
County and is the commercial, legal, retail and 
medical center.  As a result our daytime population 
grows immensely which increases our workload 
and keeps it at a higher level.  There were a total of 
6684 complaints filed with the Police Department.  
There were a total of 380 major criminal offenses, 
which are reported to both the State and Federal 
governments in the Uniform Crime Reporting sys-
tem.  A large reduction in the number of thefts re-
sulted in a decrease of approximately 10% over the 
previous year.  The UCR crimes consist of the fol-
lowing: 
 
 Homicide  0 
 Rape   1 
 Robbery  3 
 Assault   54 
 Burglary  39 
 Theft   272 
 Motor Vehicle Theft 11 
 Arson   0 
 
 Although the number of major crimes de-
creased, the number of complaints that officers 
handled increased over 24% from 5379 to 6684.  
The more common everyday complaints included 
the following: 
 
 Animals   306 
 Assist to Other Agencies 304 
 Citizen Assists   427 
 Disorderly Conduct  138 
 False Alarms, False 911 Calls 450 
 K-9 Calls for Service    68 
 Harassment   187 
 Suspicious Activity  315 
 Traffic Accidents w/o injury 610 
 Traffic Accidents/injury  112 
 Trespassing   179 
 Vandalism   109 
 
The officers are responsible for enforcing 
Maine State Statutes and Ellsworth City Ordi-
nances.  During the past year, approximately 2792 
charges were levied for criminal, traffic and civil 
violations which was an increase of 319 from the 
previous year.  The department received several 
Bureau of Highway Safety grants (seat belt en-
forcement, OUI enforcement and speed enforce-
ment), which provided for additional traffic en-
forcement.  During the year, the officers conducted 
6159 traffic stops which was a 20% increase over 
the 5122 traffic stops during the previous year.  
Among the most numerous violations were: 
 
 Assault      17 
 Alcohol Violations     48 
 Failure to Appear Warrants 112 
 Failure to Produce Insurance 172 
 Unregistered Motor Vehicle 120 
 Red Light/Stop Sign    63 
 Drug Offenses       74 
 Operating After Suspension 130 
 OUI      98 
 Speeding   941 
 Operating Uninspected M/V 160 
 Theft    112 
 Seat Belt Violation  277 
 Violation of Bail Conditions 102 
Police Chief: 
John R. DeLeo 
 
Police Department Report—2009/2010 
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We are in our sixth year of motorcycle pa-
trolling using a Harley Davidson Electra Glide. 
There are three officers, (Chris Smith, Dan Owens 
and Chief DeLeo) who have received specialized 
training and are certified to operate the motorcycle 
for patrol.  The bike is used extensively for traffic 
enforcement in the urban area particularly along 
the High Street stretch.  Besides normal patrol, the 
motor officers also donate their time assisting with 
charitable rides. 
Our K-9 team consisting of Shawn Willey 
and Vegas were utilized approximately 60 times in 
the past year for such tasks as drug searches, build-
ing searches, tracking for both criminal and non-
criminal purposes and demonstrations.  The team 
has been a valuable addition to the department and 
they are used on a regular basis.  The team has had 
several significant drug finds that would have gone 
undetected without the use of the canine.  The K-9 
team is often called upon by the Maine Drug En-
forcement Agency for assistance. 
Our dispatchers are responsible for dis-
patching not only the Police Department but the 
Ellsworth Fire Department as well.  They also dis-
patch, on a contractual basis, for Trenton Fire De-
partment and Dedham-Lucerne Fire Department.  
Full time dispatchers include Patty Marshall, 
Aimee Reynolds and Barb Bailey.  The part-time 
dispatchers include Colleen LeClair, David Brady 
and Danielle Blocker. 
Bart Tokas has continued his work with 
Special Olympics, organizing the local leg of the 
torch run, overseeing the Hancock County Special 
Olympic games and coordinating fund raising ac-
tivities.  Officer Tokas is also a certified child 
safety seat technician and has put on numerous in-
structional clinics concerning the proper use of 
child safety seats.  Officer Chad Wilmot is respon-
sible for reconstructing major crashes that occur in 
Ellsworth.  He has also assisted other departments 
in the area which do not have a reconstructionist.  
Sgt. Glenn Moshier is trained as a Drug Recogni-
tion Expert and as such can determine whether a 
driver is under the influence of drugs.  Sgt. Kelvin 
Mote and Officer Dan Owens serve as our firearms 
instructors for both handguns and rifles. 
Det. Dotty Small has rejoined the Hancock 
County Deferred Sentencing program, which 
serves as a locally established drug court financed 
through grants.  The program has performed so 
well that that State of Maine has picked up its 
funding and is now recognized as an official state 
drug court.  Lt. Harold Page and Rick Roberts are 
involved in coaching high school sports teams. 
Det. Small started a department Facebook 
page during the past year.  We use it to post infor-
mation such as road closures, crashes, road con-
struction, local events, etc.  We have used it exten-
sively to solicit information on unsolved crimes 
such as shoplifting from local stores.  We have 
been able to identify several suspects and charge 
them with crimes with the help of our fans.  We 
normally average over 1500 visits per week to the 
page. 
Officers Chad Wilmot, Drew Weatherbee, 
Shawn Willey and Sgt. Glenn Moshier participate 
with other officers throughout the county on the 
Underage Drinking Task Force.  They mobilize 
when information is developed about underage 
drinking parties as well as conduct compliance 
checks on retail vendors. 
The Hancock County Drug Task Force was 
funded by the county commissioners and started on 
January 1, 2004.  The three-member task force is 
made up of officers from the Ellsworth Police De-
partment, Mount Desert Police Department and the 
Hancock County Sheriff’s Office.  The task force is 
supervised by the Maine Drug Enforcement 
Agency and investigates drug cases in Hancock 
County targeting cocaine, heroin and prescription 
pills dealers.  Troy Bires has been assigned to the 
task force since its inception. 
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The department has obtained numerous 
grants from such agencies as the Bureau of Highway 
Safety, Bureau of Justice Assistance and Walmart 
Foundation.  We have received approximately 
$75,000 in either cash or equipment such as cruiser 
laptops, cruiser digital video cameras and radar 
units.  Cash grants were used to fund traffic enforce-
ment details targeting drunk drivers, speeders and 
seat belt violators.  We were able to purchase digital 
cameras for all the officers as well as making exten-
sive renovations to our firearms range which also 
included purchasing several training targets.  Our K-
9 program received a $1000 grant from Walmart as 
well as $500 from the National Park Service. 
The Department would like to express our 
appreciation for the support we have received from 
other City Departments, City Council members and 
the public we serve. 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
Chief John R. DeLeo 
City of Ellsworth Annual Report—Fiscal Year 2009/2010 
Did you know that the money collected from traffic 
violations goes to the State of Maine and does not stay in 
the municipality of the ticketing officer? 
Police Department Report—continued... 
L to R - Chief, John DeLeo, K-9 Vegas, Officer Shawn 
Willey, Steve Grass (Walmart Manager), Jeff Hutchins 
(Walmart) - Presentation of K-9 Division Award 
Officer Shawn Willey with K-9 Vegas 
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The City of Ellsworth Public Works De-
partment is located at 526 Main Street, where it has 
been since 1956.  The telephone number is 667-
2037.  Working hours are 6:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.  
The department is made up of eleven fulltime em-
ployees including the superintendent.  The eleven 
employees have many years of experience in con-
struction, vehicle maintenance, welding, and of 
course snow plowing.  Together they represent al-
most 200 years of combined service to the City of 
Ellsworth. 
The fiscal year started out where the last 
one left off and that was on Red Bridge Road at 
―Vinegar Hill‖.  Once the ledge blasting was com-
pleted the ledge removal and road rebuilding 
started.  By August 7th there had been over 5000 
yards of blasted ledge removed.  The south side 
approach had been built up over 7 feet and the 
north side approach by over 3 feet. 
Another project was assisting Downeast 
Scenic Railroad in rebuilding railroad crossings on 
Lincoln Street and Davis Street.  This work in-
cluded replacing rails and ties, then compacting 
with new crushed stone.  The City provided an ex-
cavator with operator and a dump truck with driver.  
The railroad arranged for all materials and labor. 
Other projects involved assisting the Waste
-water Department crew with removing an out-of-
service generator at the High Street Pump Station.  
Once the old generator was removed, the lot was 
cleaned up and a new gravel pad was installed for 
the new generator and building.  The Water De-
partment was assisted in the replacement of a failed 
hydrant on Clearwater Way and the repair of sev-
eral water leaks in the 12-inch main on the Bucks-
port Road.  The Department rebuilt and extended 
the target range for the Police Department at the 
training site.  Also a gravel pad was installed for a 
storage building for the training equipment.  This 
project not only benefits the Ellsworth Police De-
partment, but surrounding towns, the Hancock 
County Sheriff’s Department and the Maine State 
Police. 
The fall was a busy one preparing for the 
upcoming winter.  Approximately 10,000 yards of 
screened sand mixed with salt was stockpiled for 
the treatment of the City’s streets and roads during 
the winter months.  We had two new trucks to plow 
with this year.  One was a 2009 International with 
dump body, plow and wing, the other a 2010 Inter-
national with dump body, plow and wing.  The 
2009 was purchased last fiscal year, but was de-
layed during the installation of the plow gearing 
and was finished too late to use that winter.  This 
replaces a 1998 truck.  The 2010 was ordered early 
and was finished for use by mid December.  We 
also purchased a 2009 GMC 4X4 pickup with plow 
to replace the 1999 pickup and built a sand and salt 
spreader for the sidewalk plow. 
Winter arrived on Sat. December 5th with 4 
inches of snow.  This was the second year in a row 
that our 1st storm was on the 1st Saturday of De-
cember, the same day as the annual Christmas Pa-
rade.  We had 7 storms in December, 6 in January, 
with 1 rain/ice storm, 3 in February, and 1 in 
March. 
With March being mild and winter ending 
early, spring work began early with street and road 
sweeping being done by the end of April.  The 
gravel roads were graded, shimmed and repaired 
and mud season was very short lived.  Potholes on 
the paved streets and roads were filled and dam-
aged road and street signage was repaired. 
Public Works Department Report—2009/2010 
Public Works Dept. 
Supervisor:  
Myron Grant 
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Spring construction work began on Wash-
ington Street.  Two new catch basins were installed 
and connected to the present storm water system to 
help with an ongoing runoff and icing problem.  
On Birch Avenue a new catch basin was installed 
to replace a failed storm water pipe connection.  
That new basin was then connected to one on Oak 
Street with 200 feet of new PVC storm drainpipe to 
replace an eighty-year-old clay pipe storm drain.  
Shore Road was another site of extensive work this 
year.  The old and failed culverts were replaced, 
ditching was done the length of the road and sev-
eral large rocks were removed from beneath the 
road surface.  The road was then overlaid with 2 
inches of new 
pavement.  River-
side Lane was 
ditched, had new 
culverts installed 
and old deterio-
rated pavement 
removed.  It was 
then overlaid 
with 2 coats of 
new pavement as 
well  Ditching 
and culvert re-
placement was 
done on Westwood Dr., Hillside Dr., Maddocks 
Ave., and Alton Ave., Beechland Rd., Birch Ave., 
Sunset Park, Gary Moore Rd., Dr., Happytown 
Rd., and Branchview Drive. 
The Public Works Department mows all 
city roadsides as well as 5 cemeteries, the boat 
launch at Mill Dam Road and Nicolin Road, the 
communications tower on the Bangor Road, the 
Demeyer Field complex, the Transfer Station, City 
Hall, Franklin Street and Harbor Park.  In the 
spring of 2010 we also took over the lawn and 
fields at the Bryant E. Moore School.  We also 
maintain the docks at Mill Dam Rd., Nicolin Rd. 
and Harbor Park.  We empty the 20 or so trash cans 
placed in public areas around the city, up to three 
times per week.  We have 2 employees dedicated 
fulltime to the mowing in the summertime. 
In July of 2009, the School Department, 
our long time neighbors who shared space at the 
Highway Garage moved out, freeing up five more 
bays.  The RSU 24 school bus department moved 
to new quarters in Hancock.  This will now allow 
us to keep all of the City’s trucks and equipment 
inside, warm and secure.  This year we replaced all 
16 windows in the garage.  The 53 and 35-year-old 
windows were replaced with new vinyl double 
pane energy efficient 
windows.  We also 
replaced 2 bay doors, 
one of which was a 
wooden door installed 
in 1974.  We will con-
tinue with some much 
needed improvements 
to our facility in the 
coming years. 
The Public Works De-
partment assists the 
Water and Waste Wa-
ter Departments with 
all emergency and routine excavations and over-
sees the annual striping and painting of city streets 
and public ways as well as sign installation, re-
placement and maintenance. 
New roads accepted as public streets or 
roads were: Seaveys Road, Marion Road, (off Al-
ton Ave.) Carriage Road, and Benton Road. 
The Ellsworth Public Works Department 
would like to remind everyone to use caution when 
using the City’s roads and streets especially in in-
clement weather and where crews are working. 
Did you know that Ellsworth has a total of 192 miles of 
road within city limits?  (109 miles of public road and 
83 miles of private road.) 
City of Ellsworth Annual Report—Fiscal Year 2009/2010 
City truck pulling Antique 1957 MACK Fire Engine 
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ELLSWORTH REGISTRAR OF VOTERS REPORT 
JULY 1, 2009 – JUNE 30, 2010 
Heidi-Noël Grindle, Registrar of Voters 
Amanda Parsons, Deputy Registrar of Voters (4/21/2010-6/30/2010) 
KaTina D. Howes, Deputy Registrar of Voters 
Victoria Harris, Deputy Registrar of Voters (7/1/2009-2/17/2010) 
 
During Fiscal Year 2010 the City of Ellsworth held 1 regularly scheduled election and 1 special election.  The elections 
were held on the following dates: November 3, 2009 – Referendum/Municipal Election and June 8, 2010 – 
Primary/Special Referendum and Regional School Validation Election. 
 
 
Ward One Ward Two Ward Three  Ward Four 
Elisa Wilbur – Warden Ruth Shaw –Warden Alan Groh –Warden Donna DeLeo-Warden  
Carol Leeman - Ward Clerk Donna McKenney – Ward Clerk Katherine Smith –Ward Clerk Margo Newman – Ward Clerk 
Victoria Harris –Deputy Reg. Lynn O’Kane – Deputy Reg. Marcia Ellis – Deputy Reg. Claire Strong - Deputy Reg. 
Margaret Cunningham Patricia Wallace Lorraine Mooers Elaine McCarthy 
John Fink  Leah Allen Brenda Hopkins Mary Basley 
Beth Reynolds  George Lapaire Aurora Kuntz Erica DeLeo 
Marion Sullivan  Terry Cole  Marion Bennoch 
Gail Anderson     
                                                      
Ward One   Ward Two   Ward Three         Ward Four 
Elisa Wilbur – Warden Ruth Shaw –Warden Alan Groh –Warden Donna DeLeo-Warden  
Amanda Parsons – Deputy Reg. Terry Cole – Ward Clerk Katherine Smith –Ward Clerk Margo Newman – Ward Clerk 
Marion Sullivan  Lynn O’Kane – Deputy Reg. Denice Turner – Deputy Reg. Claire Strong - Deputy Reg. 
Beth Reynolds  Patricia Wallace. Lorraine Mooers Sylvia Lock 
Margaret Cunningham Leah Allen Aurora Kuntz Elaine McCarthy 
Gail Anderson  George Lapaire Brenda Hopkins Mary Basley 
Elizabeth Keep  Susie Parsons  Erica DeLeo 
John Fink  Crystal Astbury   
Crystal Astbury       
 
The election team of four Wardens, four Ward Clerks, three Deputy Registrar of Voters and approximately 20 Election 
Clerks continue to do a great job conducting elections within the City of Ellsworth.  The City of Ellsworth would like to 
thank those individuals for the part they contribute to the Election process. 
 
According to geographical locations, the City of Ellsworth has four wards. The wards are as follows… 
 
Ward One – located at Ellsworth City Hall Auditorium (covering the entire downtown area east of the Union River). 
Ward Two – located at Your Place Community Center (covering the Ellsworth Falls Area) 
Ward Three – located at Maine Coast Baptist Church Gymnasium (covering North Ellsworth) 
Ward Four – located at Ellsworth City Hall Council Chambers (covering the Bridge Hill area west of the Union River, including 
the Surry Road). 
Date and Type of 
Election 
Total Registered Voters 
City of Ellsworth & Flet. Lnd. 
Total Ballots Cast 
City of Ellsworth & Flet. Lnd 
Percentage Voter Turnout 
City of Ellsworth & Flet. Lnd.  
November 3, 2009 
Bond Issue 
5,747 3,259 56% 
November 3, 2009 
Municipal  
 
5,747 
 
3,214 
 
55% 
Date and Type of Election Total Registered Voters 
    City                     Flet. Lnd. 
Total Ballots Cast 
  City                Flet. Lnd. 
Percentage Voter Turnout 
    City                      Flet. Lnd. 
June 8, 2010 
Primary Ballot 
 
Dem.   1480 
Green    160 
Rep.    2170 
Dem.    19 
Green     0 
Rep.      27 
Dem.  539              
Green   18 
Rep. 1052 
Dem.    9 
Green 19 
Rep.   27 
Dem.   36% 
Green  11% 
Rep.    48% 
Dem.  47% 
Green    0% 
Rep.    37% 
June 8, 2010 
Referendum Ballot 
 
5,814 
 
83 
 
1,893 
 
19 
 
32.5% 
 
23% 
June 8, 2010 
School Budget Ballot 
 
5,814 
  
1,891 
  
32.5% 
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The Technology Department here at the 
City of Ellsworth is tasked with many different 
types of jobs throughout all of the City’s various 
departments and facilities.  Whether it be helping 
to maintain automated plant controls in the Water 
and Waste Water Departments, dealing with Traf-
fic Light Monitoring Systems, Data Storage, 
Online Services, Public Access Television, Law 
Enforcement Records, Mobile Computer Termi-
nals, Telephone Systems or any of the many other 
day to day tasks, I am never at a loss for something 
to do.  When I come in to work in the morning I 
never know for sure which of these systems may 
require my attention that day.  The constant change 
and variety of responsibilities is what makes it a 
great job! 
The City offers many online services 
through our website.  From our website you can 
access our online real estate database, our online 
GIS system with links to property record cards and 
tax bills, find forms to apply for a marriage license, 
stream live video of our City Council meetings, 
download the form to apply for a building permit 
and much, much, more.  Please be sure to visit us 
online at http://cityofellsworthme.org. 
New this year, the Ellsworth Police De-
partment and Ellsworth Fire Department are now 
maintaining and regularly updating a presence on 
Facebook.  If you are a Facebook user please take 
the time to search for our departments and join 
their pages.  Both departments use their pages to 
post important information from looking for help in 
identifying a suspect in a crime to whether or not 
burn permits will be issued on a particular day.  Be 
sure to join their pages, so you don’t miss out! 
We also maintain Local Access Channel 7 
for Time Warner Cable customers in the city.  If 
your organization has an event that you would like 
promoted please call or e-mail me.  I can create a 
slide for you or if you wish you can design your 
own PowerPoint slide and send it to me via e-mail 
or deliver it on a CD.  Also be sure to tune in to 
watch our City Council and Planning Board meet-
ings live.  For folks who don’t have Time Warner 
service, we also stream our City Council and Plan-
ning Board meetings live to our web site.  Anyone 
with high speed internet access anywhere in the 
world can watch these meetings from our website. 
I always enjoy hearing from people who 
have comments or questions for me.  If you would 
like to contact me please don’t hesitate to do so at 
any time.  I can be reached by phone at 669-6600 
or send me an email at  
jingalls@cityofellsworthme.org. 
 
Jason Ingalls, Technology Systems Administrator 
Did you know that you can see what is going on in Ellsworth from the comfort 
of your own home?  City Council Meetings are shown live on local access 
Channel 7 (Time Warner Cable) and on the internet through the City’s 
Website. (Click on the link at www.cityofellsworthme.org) 
Technology Systems  
Administrator: 
Jason Ingalls 
Technology Department Report—2009/2010 
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OPERATIONS: 
 The Transfer Station & Recycling Center con-
sists of two full-time employees who are assisted by 
members of the Highway Department to help cover va-
cations, sick days, and assist with overflow. 
 The Transfer Station and Recycling Center 
employees are responsible for overseeing the unloading 
of solid waste and recyclables, directing customers to 
the appropriate disposal areas and assisting individuals 
who are physically unable to remove debris themselves, 
coordinating the pick-up of solid waste, demo debris, 
and recycling, providing a computer generated invoice 
for each customer, and performing maintenance on fa-
cilities and equipment as needed to keep the operations 
running. 
 
SOLID WASTE DATA: 
The table below details the total tons of solid waste that 
were brought to the Transfer Station during FY 2010.  
The numbers reflect a 5% increase in Demo Debris and 
a 2% increase in MSW brought to the transfer station 
compared to FY 2009.  Wood Waste decreased 1.49% 
and White Goods diminished by 27%. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE COLLECTION: 
The Greater Ellsworth Regional Household 
Hazardous Waste Collection was held August 22, 2009 
at the Ellsworth High School.  In all, there were 8 spon-
soring municipalities for this event, and there was great 
community involvement with approximately 250 house-
holds participating.  Throughout the day 1,191 linear 
feet of fluorescent light bulbs were collected, along with 
46 U-lamp, circle or compact fluorescent bulbs, 1 metal 
halide lamp, 20 NiCD batteries, 22 pounds of non-PCB 
ballasts, 3 pounds of mercury devices, and 170 units of 
household hazardous waste. The total cost for this event 
was $10,588.99, with Ellsworth’s share being $5,213.99. 
This annual event is a great way to remove 
universal and hazardous materials from homes and keep 
it out of the waste stream.  For more information on how 
to dispose of these materials throughout the year visit 
our website at www.cityofellsworthme.org. 
Transfer Station Supervisor: 
Bruce Jalbert 
 
Recycling Center Attendant: 
Van Stevens 
HOURS OF OPERATION  
SUNDAY CLOSED 
MONDAY CLOSED 
TUESDAY 8:00 AM – 4:00 PM 
WEDNESDAY 12:00 PM – 4:00 PM 
THURSDAY 8:00 AM – 4:00 PM 
FRIDAY 8:00 AM – 4:00 PM 
SATURDAY 8:00 AM – 4:00 PM 
 
CONTACT NUMBERS 
TRANSFER STATION 667-2459 
RECYCLING CENTER 667-1181 
    
LOCATION 
The Transfer Station and Recycling Center are lo-
cated at 11 Industrial Way.  This is in the Boggy 
Brook Industrial Park off Route 1A, near the intersec-
tion with Christian Ridge Road. 
Material Total Tons 
Demo Debris 1,002.84 
Wood Waste (INCLUDING 
GREEN WOOD) 242.87 
MSW 892.75 
White Goods 52.33 
Did you know that there is a “book swap” area at the Ellsworth Transfer Station??  
Bring in your old used books and trade them for books you have not read! 
Transfer Station/Recycling Center Report—2009/2010 
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RECYCLING DATA: 
The market prices for recyclables recovered slightly in FY 2010, however, the City’s tonnages 
for the products was down significantly, so the net increase in revenues was minimal.  The chart below 
details FY 2009 recyclable tonnages and revenues compared to FY 2010. 
 
THE BENEFITS OF RECYCLING: 
Recycling Saves Natural Resources 
Our finite reserves of natural resources are being 
depleted rapidly, particularly with the increasing 
use of disposable products and packaging. The 
rate of use and disposal takes a particularly heavy 
toll on irreplaceable natural resources from our 
forests and mines. 
 
Recycling Saves Energy 
Energy savings are a very important environ-
mental benefit of recycling.  By using energy, it 
requires the consumption of scarce fossil fuels and 
involves emissions of air and water pollutants. 
The steps in supplying recycled materials to in-
dustry (including collection, processing and transportation) typically use less energy than the steps in 
supplying virgin materials to industry (including extraction, refining, transportation and processing). 
 
Recycling Saves our Environment 
By reducing the amount of energy used by industry, recycling also reduces greenhouse gas emissions 
and helps prevent global climate warming.  Energy used in industrial processes and transportation in-
volves burning fossil fuels like gasoline, diesel and coal, which are the largest sources of carbon and 
other greenhouse gas emissions into the environment. 
 
Recycling is Good Business 
By converting waste into valuable products, recycling creates jobs and adds significant value to the en-
tire U.S. economy. 
 
Recycling is a community effort!  Residents can improve the quality 
of our environment by putting into practice  
―REDUCE, REUSE, & RECYCLE‖. 
City of Ellsworth Annual Report—Fiscal Year 2009/2010 
Transfer Station/Recycling Center Report Continued . . .  
Material FY 2010 
Tons 
FY 2009 
Tons 
Variance FY 2010 
Revenue 
FY 2009  
Revenue 
Variance 
Cardboard 160.92 148.26 12.66 $15,091.80 $9,296.12 $5,795.68 
Newspaper 131.24 188.95 (57.71) $10,658.85 $15,321.38 $(4,662.53) 
Plastic      
(HDPE &PET) 
10.34 11.7 (1.36) $3,706.41 $4,738.33 $(1,031.92) 
Steel 88.41 118.62 (30.21) $9,849.40 $8,057.65 $1,791.75 
Tin 10.57 14.84 (4.27) $2,363.12 $980.00 $1,383.12 
Total 401.48 482.37 (80.89) $41,669.58 $38,393.48 $3,276.10 
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Wastewater Department 
Superintendent: 
Mike Harris 
Chief Operator: 
Ray Robidoux 
Operator: 
Aaron Zurek 
Wastewater Department Report—FY 2009/2010 
The time has come again for me to expound 
on the ups and downs experienced during the roller 
coaster ride that was 2010.  The year began with a 
flourish as we welcomed the Hampton Inn to our 
family of customers and the Super Wal-Mart got 
under way.  The Wastewater Dept was buzzing 
along nicely dealing with the day to day adventures 
experienced by an aging treatment facility.  All the 
while the City was working with Woodard & 
Curran to produce a final design for our new treat-
ment plant.  Speaking of the new treatment plant 
we were able to accomplish part of that project 
with the help of some stimulus money that became 
available.  We installed the new force mains from 
the existing plant to the new plant site and we also 
installed the new outfall pipe from the new site 
down to the river.  We also have half of the entry 
road to the new site completed.  Although, cur-
rently it is a road to nowhere, eventually it will be 
the entrance to the new wastewater treatment plant.  
Until construction begins we are pretty much main-
taining the status quo.  The new plant has been de-
signed and approved and is in the midst of the bid-
ding process.  We continue to handle the daily op-
erations of the existing plant as well as maintaining 
our collection systems and pump stations.  We also 
continue to work with developers on accommodat-
ing the sewer needs for their projects. 
So we continue to move forward with great 
anticipation that grows more palpable as each ob-
stacle to the new wastewater treatment plant is hur-
dled and the finish line draws nigh.  The tasks that 
await us line up like school children after afternoon 
recess awaiting our attention.  The collection sys-
tem remains a source of constant focus as to ways 
to maintain and improve its integrity.  It has be-
come standard policy to replace existing sewer 
lines anytime we rebuild a road in Ellsworth.  Cur-
rently Pond Avenue is being rebuilt and the sewer 
mains and manholes are being done as part of that 
project.  The Construction phase of the project 
draws ever closer casting its shadow across the 
landscape of the department’s future.  It will be a 
long and daunting process that I’m sure will test 
our patience and probably cause me to lose more 
hair from a scalp that is already in short supply.  
Dealing with the decommissioning of the old facil-
ity and figuring out what we want to keep, what we 
want to sell and what we just need to junk will also 
keep us busy.  Training will definitely take its 
place at the table and continuing development will 
always be knocking at the door.  Additional man-
power may be an issue for further investigation.  
So it is ever onward that we move as the new plant 
begins to transition into a reality.  Our commitment 
to providing quality effluent carries on as well as 
our mission to provide our community and our en-
vironment with excellent service and dedication.  
Thanks again to the City Manger and staff for their 
time and effort as well as the City Council for their 
unwavering support of the new treatment facility. 
Ray Robidoux 
Aaron Zurek 
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We are pleased to present to you this year's 
Annual Quality Water Report.  This report is de-
signed to inform you about the quality water and 
services we deliver to you every day.  Our constant 
goal is to provide you with a safe and dependable 
supply of drinking water.  We want you to under-
stand the efforts we make to continually improve 
the water treatment process and protect our water 
resources.  We are committed to ensuring the qual-
ity of your water. 
Our water source is Branch Lake, which is lo-
cated entirely within the City of Ellsworth in Han-
cock County, Maine.  The surface area of the lake 
contains about 3000 acres and receives the runoff 
from a drainage area of 30.6 square miles.  The 
lake is naturally divided by narrows forming a 
northern basin and a southern basin.  The southern 
basin has a maximum depth of 60 feet as compared 
to 124 feet in the northern basin.  The surface area 
of the northern basin is about 2000 acres and the 
southern basin is about 1000 acres.  The average 
time for a complete water change is 2.2 years. 
Your water supply and distribution system in-
cludes over 25 miles of water main, 1300 services 
and provides fire protection service through 205 
hydrants.  In 2009 we produced and delivered over 
175 million gallons of water to the distribution sys-
tem.  That is an average of 479,000 gallons per 
day.  The system also maintains 1,500,000 gallons 
of water in its three standpipes.  This storage al-
lows us to meet peak system demands and maintain 
adequate supply during fire fighting activities.  The 
Department currently injects four chemicals into its 
water; sodium hypochlorite ―Liquid Chlorine‖ for 
disinfecting; hydrofluosilicic acid to prevent tooth 
decay; caustic soda for pH and corrosion control; 
Gen Coag S7 coagulant in order to form larger par-
ticles that can’t pass through the filters. 
The sources of drinking water include rivers, 
lakes, ponds and wells.  As water travels over the 
surface of the land or through the ground, it dis-
solves naturally occurring minerals and radioactive 
material and can pick up substances resulting from 
human or animal activity.  The Maine Drinking 
Water Program has completed a Source Water As-
sessment Program of Branch Lake Watershed.  The 
evaluation did consider geology and hydrology, 
land uses, water-testing information, and the extent 
of land ownership or protection by local ordinance 
to determine how likely our drinking water source 
is to being contaminated in the future.  The SWAP 
assessment factors indicate that the overall suscep-
tibility of the water quality in Branch Lake is low-
moderate.  This conclusion is based on the general 
conditions observed, including the density of de-
velopment, conservation ownership in the water-
shed, relative absence of activities that handle 
chemicals in the watershed and historical and re-
cent water quality data.  For more information, 
contact the Drinking Water Program at 287-2070. 
If you have any questions about this report or 
concerning your water utility, please contact Law-
rence Wilson Superintendent at 667-8632.  We 
want our valued customers to be informed about 
their water utility.  If you want to lean more, please 
attend any of our regularly scheduled meetings 
held on the first Tuesday of every month, 8:30 a.m. 
at Pumping Station Point, Shore Road. 
Ellsworth Water Dept. routinely monitors for 
constituents in your drinking water according to 
Federal and State laws.  This table shows the re-
sults of our monitoring for the period of January 
1st to December 31st, 2009.  As water travels over 
the land or underground, it can pick up substances 
or contaminants such as microbes, inorganic and 
organic chemicals, and radioactive substances.  All 
drinking water, including bottled drinking water, 
may be reasonably expected to contain at least 
small amounts of some constituents.  It's important 
to remember that the presence of these constituents 
does not necessarily pose a health risk. 
Water Department 
Superintendent: 
Larry Wilson 
Water Department Report—FY 2009/2010 
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In this table, you will find many terms and abbreviations you might not be familiar with. To 
help you better understand these terms we've provided the following definitions: 
 
Non-Detects (ND) - laboratory analysis indicates that the constituent is not present. 
 
Parts per million (ppm) or Milligrams per liter (mg/l) - one part per million corresponds 
to one minute in two years or a single penny in $10,000. 
 
Parts per billion (ppb) 
 
Nephelometric Turbidity Unit (NTU) - nephelometric turbidity unit is a measure of the 
clarity of water. Turbidity in excess of 5 NTU is just noticeable to the average person. 
 
Action Level (AL) - the concentration of a contaminant, which, if exceeded, triggers 
treatment or other requirements, which a water system must follow. 
 
Treatment Technique (TT) A treatment technique is a required process intended to re-
duce the level of a contaminant in drinking water. 
 
Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) - The MCL is the highest level of a contaminant 
that is allowed in drinking water.  MCLs are set as close to the MCLGs as feasible using 
the best available treatment technology. 
 
Maximum Contaminant Level Goal (MCLG) - The MCLG is the level of a contaminant 
in drinking water below, which there is no known or expected risk to health.  MCLGs 
allow for a margin of safety. 
City of Ellsworth Annual Report—Fiscal Year 2009/2010 
“Considering its importance to ALL LIFE ON EARTH, 
it is strange that freshwater has been our most  
mistreated and ignored natural resource.” 
David Schindler—University of Alberta Canada—2001 
Branch Lake -  
the City of Ellsworth’s 
drinking water source. 
Water Department Report—Continued... 
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Microbiological Con-
taminants 
1. Total Coliform Bacteria 
2. Fecal coliform and E.coli 
 3. Turbidity 
Radioactive  
Contaminants 
 4. Beta/photon emitters 
 5. Alpha emitters 
 6. Combined radium 
 6.a. Uranium 
 6.b. Radon 
Inorganic Contaminants 
 7. Antimony 
 8. Arsenic 
 9. Asbestos 
10. Barium 
11. Beryllium 
12. Cadmium 
13. Chromium 
14. Copper 
15. Cyanide 
16. Fluoride 
17. Lead 
18. Mercury (inorganic) 
19. Nitrate (as Nitrogen) 
20. Nitrite (as Nitrogen) 
21. Selenium 
22. Thallium 
 
 
 
 
 
Synthetic Organic Con-
taminants including Pes-
ticides and Herbicides 
23. 2,4-D 
24. 2,4,5-TP (Silvex) 
25. Acrylamide 
26. Alachlor 
27. Atrazine 
28. Benzo(a)pyrene (PAH) 
29. Carbofuran 
30. Chlordane 
31. Dalapon 
32. Di(2-ethylhexyl) adipate 
33. Di(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 
34. Dibromochloropropane 
35. Dinoseb 
36. Diquat 
37. Dioxin [2,3,7,8-TCDD] 
38. Endothall 
39. Endrin 
40. Epichlorohydrin 
41. Ethylene dibromide  
42. Glyphosate 
43. Heptachlor 
44. Heptachlor epoxide 
45. Hexachlorobenzene 
46. Hexachlorocyclo-pentadiene 
47. Lindane 
48. Methoxychlor 
49. Oxamyl [Vydate] 
50. PCBs [Polychlorinated biphenyls] 
51. Pentachlorophenol 
52. Picloram 
53. Simazine 
54. Toxaphene 
 
Volatile Organic  
Contaminants 
55. Benzene 
56. Carbon tetrachloride 
57. Chlorobenzene 
58. o-Dichlorobenze 
59. p-Dichlorobenzene 
60. 1,2 - Dichloroethane 
61. 1,1 - Dichloroethylene 
62. cis-1,2-Dichloroethylene  
63.  trans - 1,2 -Dichloroethylene 
64. Dichloromethane 
65. 1,2-Dichloropropane  
66a. Methyl-Tertiary-Butyl-Ether 
(MTBE) (Maine MCL) 
67. Styrene 
68. Tetrachloroethylene 
69. 1,2,4 -Trichlorobenzene 
70. 1,1,1 - Trichloroethane 
71. 1,1,2 -Trichloroethane 
72. Trichloroethylene 
73. TTHM [Total trihalomethanes] 
73.a. HAA5 Total Haloacetic Acids) 
74. Toluene 
75. Vinyl Chloride 
76. Xylenes 
The following contaminants were tested for: 
Did you know that at one drip per second, a water faucet can leak 
3,000 gallons of water per year?  Here is an interesting fact that 
could save you a lot of money, if a person drank the recommended 
4 pints of water per day using Ellsworth tap water, the average 
cost would be about $1.50 per year as opposed to buying bottled 
water at one dollar for a 16 oz. bottle which would cost over 
$1400.00 per year! 
Water Department Report—Continued... 
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The following contaminants were detected: 
TEST RESULTS 
Contaminant Viola-
tion 
Y/N 
Level 
Detected 
Unit 
Measurement 
MCLG MCL Likely Source of Contamination 
Microbiological Contaminants 
1. Total Coliform Bacteria 
4 samples per month 
 
n 1 
  
  
  
  
0 Presence of 1 
coliform 
bacteria posi-
tive sample 
Naturally present in the environment 
 3. Turbidity n .42 4/9/2009 TT 0.3 ntu Filter Backwash and soil runoff 
Inorganic Contaminants 
14. Copper n 0.27 Ppm on 
12/31/10 
1.3 1.3 Corrosion of household plumbing 
systems. 
16. Fluoride n 1.6 
  
  
Ppm on 
5/12/2009 
  
  
  4 
  
Water additive which promotes 
strong teeth. 
17. Lead 
  
n 7.2 
  
Ppm on 
12/31/2009 
0 15 Corrosion of household plumbing 
systems. 
Arsenic (2) n 0.6 Ppb on 
5/11/2005 
  
0 10 Erosion of natural deposits. Runoff 
from orchards, glass and electronics 
production wastes. 
Nitrate Nitrogen (5)   0.01 Ppm on 
3/10/2009 
10 10 Runoff from fertilizer use. Leaching 
from septic tanks, sewage. Erosion 
of natural deposits. 
Barium n .002 Ppm on 
3/10/2009 
  
2 2 Discharge of drilling wastes. Dis-
charge from metal refineries. Erosion 
of natural deposits. 
Selenium n 8.1 Ppb 
3/10/2009 
10ppb 10ppb Discharge from petroleum and metal 
refineries. Erosion from natural de-
posits. Discharge from mines. 
Radionuclides 
Gross Alpha Screen (6) n 0.17 PCi/1 on 
2/14/2006 
0 15 Erosion of natural deposits. 
Radium 228 n 0.3 PCi/1 on 
5/7/2002 
0 5 Erosion of natural deposits. 
Disinfectants and Disinfectants By Products 
Total Trihalomethanes 
(TTHM) 
n 57.4 
Ppb 
Running 
Annual Av-
erage 
0 80 By-product of drinking water chlori-
nation 
Total Haloacetic Acids 
(HAA5) 
n 46.8 
 Ppb 
Running 
Annual Av-
erage 
  60 By-product of drinking water chlori-
nation 
Note1:  All other contaminants screened were below the minimum detection level. 
BDL=Below Detection Level, ppm= part per million, ppb= part per billion, pCi/l=picocuries 
per liter 
Water Department Report—Continued... 
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Turbidity: Our turbidity level of samples 
taken each month must be less than or equal to 0.3 
NTU in at least 95 percent of measurements taken.  
In 2009 the samples taken were 100 percent below 
0.3 NTU for conventional filtration. 
Fluoride in drinking water at half the MCL 
or more may cause mottling of children’s teeth, 
usually in children less than nine years old.  Mot-
tling, also known as dental fluorosis, may include 
brown staining and/or pitting of the teeth, and oc-
curs only in developing teeth before they erupt 
from the gums. 
Lead: If present, elevated levels of lead can 
cause serious health problems, especially for preg-
nant women and young children.  Lead in drinking 
water is primarily from materials and components 
associated with service lines and home plumbing.  
Ellsworth Water Dept. is responsible for providing 
high quality drinking water, but cannot control the 
variety of materials used in plumbing components.  
When your water has been sitting for several hours, 
you can minimize the potential for lead exposure 
by flushing your tap for 30 seconds to 2 minutes 
before using water for drinking or cooking.  If you 
are concerned about lead in your water, you may 
wish to have your water tested.  Information on 
lead in drinking water, testing methods, and steps 
you can take to minimize exposure is available 
from the Safe Drinking Water Hotline or at http://
www.epa.gov/safewater/lead. 
All sources of drinking water are subject to 
potential contamination by substances that are 
naturally occurring or man made.  These sub-
stances can be microbes, inorganic or organic 
chemicals and radioactive substances.  More infor-
mation about contaminants and potential health 
effects can be obtained by calling the Environ-
mental Protection Agency’s Safe Drinking Water 
Hotline at 1-800-426-4791. 
 MCL’s are set at very stringent levels.  To 
understand the possible health effects described for 
many regulated constituents, a person would have 
to drink 2 liters of water every day at the MCL 
level for a lifetime to have a one-in-ten thousand 
chance of having the described health effect. 
 The Ellsworth Water Dept. received a three-
year waiver from the Drinking Water Program in 
2007 exempting us from testing for Synthetic Or-
ganic Contaminants (SOC).  The SOC Waiver con-
sists of: Herbicide Screen, Pesticide Screen and 
Carbonate Pesticide Screen.  This waiver was re-
ceived after past testing for SOC and a survey of 
the water shed area was done. 
 In our continuing efforts to maintain a safe and 
dependable water supply, it may be necessary to 
make improvements in your water system.  The 
costs of these improvements may be reflected in 
the rate structure.  Rate adjustments may be neces-
sary in order to address these improvements. 
 Some people may be more vulnerable to con-
taminants in drinking water than the general popu-
lation.  Immuno-compromised persons such as per-
sons with cancer undergoing chemotherapy, per-
sons who have undergone organ transplants, people 
with HIV/AIDS or other immune system disorders, 
some elderly, and infants can be particularly at risk 
from infections. These people should seek advice 
about drinking water from their health care provid-
ers. EPA/CDC guidelines on appropriate means to 
lessen the risk of infection by cryptosporidium and 
other microbiological contaminants are available 
from the Safe Drinking Water Hotline (800-426-
4791). 
 ―We at Ellsworth Water Dept. work around the 
clock to provide top quality water to every tap‖ 
said Lawrence A. Wilson Superintendent.  We ask 
that all our customers help us protect our water 
sources, which are the heart of our community, our 
way of life and our children’s future. 
Water Department Report—Continued... 
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Ellsworth recognizes that the protection of the 
city’s drinking water source – Branch Lake - is of 
vital interest. 
Many departments of the city - Water, Plan-
ning, Public Works, and Administration, work with 
our many partners to help achieve this goal.  Some 
of the partners we have worked with closely over 
the years are:  Branch Pond Association (BPA), 
Hancock County Soil & Water Conservation Dis-
trict (HCSWCD), University of Maine Cooperative 
Extension Service (UMCE), Maine Department of 
Environmental Protection (DEP), Maine Depart-
ment of Inland Fisheries & Wildlife (IF&W); 
among others. 
The City Council adopts ordinances and poli-
cies regarding efforts to protect the lake and its wa-
tershed from the effects of development and recrea-
tional impacts, while managing multiple uses.  Ad-
vising the Council is the Ellsworth Water Supply 
Commission (EWSC), comprised of City Depart-
ment members, City Council members, and citizen 
members. 
The efforts Ellsworth undertakes to achieve 
lake water protection are varied: surface use assis-
tance & oversight, watershed land use planning, 
outreach, & oversight, and lake water & aquatic 
plant monitoring. 
Surface Use Outreach & Oversight:  This 
outreach continues the seasonal installation & 
maintenance of ―Mill Pond‖ channel navigation 
buoys and a courtesy boat float/dock at the City’s 
Mill Pond launch area, both generously donated by 
lakeside residents of Branch Lake. 
One of the City’s oversight programs is the 
inspection of boats, trailers, and gear for invasive 
species both before and after they are used on 
Branch Lake.  Equally as important, the City part-
ners with boat ―self inspectors‖ to perform their 
own watercraft inspection; this not only helps to 
protect Branch Lake, but helps keep all lakes in the  
Ellsworth area free of damaging invasive species 
such as non-native milfoil and other aquatic plants, 
fish species, and algae. 
Watershed Steward:  
John Wedin 
Navigation Buoy Placement Boat Trailer Invasives Inspection 
Pilots inspect their floatplanes as would a self-inspector checking a boat; local pilots have helped de-
velop training in order to become plane self-inspectors, and have transported invasive plant patrollers to 
neighboring lakes to help them be ―invasives‖ free as well.  
Watershed Steward Report—2009/2010 
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Watershed Land Planning, Outreach, and Assistance & Acquisition:  This has included on-site 
erosion protection for both public and private roads, stream crossings, and development sites.  In 
2010, the City continued treating gravel road surfaces with calcium chloride.  This achieves two 
goals; reducing the amount of dust stirred up by traffic, and reducing the amount of fine particles & 
phosphorus washed from the road surface by rain.  The City continues to assist Branch Lake water-
shed residents with both road maintenance and residential lot erosion control assistance in order to 
protect the lake’s water quality. 
City of Ellsworth Annual Report—Fiscal Year 2009/2010 
The City of Ellsworth presently holds several conservation easements in the (lower) Branch Lake water-
shed.  This year Ellsworth has partnered with the Frenchman Bay Conservancy and the Forest Society of 
Maine to purchase recreation and working forest parcels in the Branch Lake watershed.  Conservation 
easements such as these can help ensure for future generations excellent quality of source water by mu-
tually protecting the lands’ ability to filter storm water, and enabling low impact use of the land sur-
rounding the lake. 
Failing culvert replaced with bridge Calcium Chloride on Gravel Roads 
Moore’s Brook Area  City Forest & Other Parcels 
Watershed Steward Report—continued... 
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Branch Lake water, flora, and fauna monitoring is ongoing.  We measure dissolved oxygen 
and temperature throughout the water column at several deep locations in the lake, as well as 
water clarity, algae, and algae’s main limiting nutrient, phosphorus.  BPA members, City staff, 
and others continued this year with a thorough survey of the shoreline lake bottom in order to 
document native aquatic plants and to identify potentially invasive plants and animals. 
Did you know that volunteers participate in an annual loon count and report the results 
to the Maine Audubon Society?  Since 1983 as many as 21 adult loons have been 
counted at a single time on Branch Lake.  Waterfront residents and recreational users 
can aide in long-term loon survival by adhering to the 200 foot no-wake zone rule 
(which helps protect loon nesting areas) and by using non-lead sinkers when fishing (lead 
sinkers are mistaken for food and ingested by loons and other aquatic species and the 
fishing line can also become entangled around their feet causing them to drown). 
City of Ellsworth Annual Report—Fiscal Year 2009/2010 
A Maine native plant called Low Watermilfoil, a species first observed to be in the lake two years ago, 
has established itself in more locations.  Finding this species in Branch Lake is an incentive to redouble 
our efforts to keep invasive species out of all of our local water bodies, including Branch Lake. 
Aquatic Plant Survey Class  Branch Lake Water Testing  
Watershed Steward Report—continued... 
Branch Lake  
Watershed  
from  
Bald Mountain 
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City of Ellsworth 
City Data 
City of Ellsworth Annual Report—Fiscal Year 2009/2010 
Tax Lien Balances 
Personal Property Balances 
Employee Earnings 
City Council Actions 
(Postcard) The Colonel John Black House (now Woodlawn Mu-
seum), Ellsworth, Maine, built between 1824-1827, the mansion 
is based on Plate 54 of The American Builder's Companion, a de-
sign handbook published in 1806 by architect Asher Benjamin. 
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Did you recognize all the Ellsworth 
Area Landmarks pictured on the 
inside front cover? 
Here are the answers, how many 
did you get right?? 
T
A
X
 L
IE
N
 B
A
L
A
N
C
E
 
J
U
N
E
 3
0
, 
2
0
1
0
 
1. The Cupola on top of Ells-
worth City Hall. 
2. The Ellsworth Elementary/
Middle School. 
3.  The Ellsworth Public Boat 
Landing on Green Lake. 
4. This was a ―Gimmie‖ - the 
Ellsworth High School! 
5. The Ellsworth Public 
 Library. 
6. Union River from Harbor 
Park Gazebo. 
7. Union River from the  
Union River Bridge. 
8. Another ―Gimmie‖!  The Ells-
worth Historical Society build-
ing on State Street. 
9. The Hancock County  
Courthouse building. 
10. The JUMP Playground at 
the old CC Knowlton School. 
11. Summer flowers at S.K 
Whiting Park. 
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CITY HALL ADMINISTRATION/STAFF REG HRS O/T HRS EARNINGS 
AMEEN, BARBARA M. 1950.00   $31,513.88 
BEAL, LEANN M. 2080.00   $34,513.78 
BEAL, MICHELLE H. 2080.00   $87,003.58 
BROWN, JILL S. 2080.00   $28,828.80 
DANE, THERESA 2080.00   $37,127.53 
DERISE, VIRGINIA E. 1950.00   $28,899.52 
FITZGERALD, JAMES E. 1950.00   $44,538.00 
GAGNON, MICHELE 1950.00   $59,512.59 
GARDNER, LARRY E. 2080.00   $66,157.75 
GRINDLE, HEIDI-NOEL 2080.00   $40,191.24 
HOWES, KATINA D. 2080.00   $32,136.00 
INGALLS, JASON H. 2080.00   $47,389.45 
KOHUTE, DOUGLAS J. 2080.00   $32,921.91 
MOON, VALERIE 2072.00   $28,179.00 
MOTE, TAMMY M. 2080.00   $53,044.70 
PARSONS, AMANDA 368.00   $4,048.00 
ROBERTS, LORETTA A. 2080.00   $40,727.34 
TILTON, DWIGHT D. 2080.00   $52,618.36 
TOTH, JANET M. 2080.00   $59,730.55 
TROGER, FRED W. 1040.00   $21,187.00 
WEINSTEIN, PENNY 320.00   $5,232.00 
WELLMAN, CHARLES L. 2056.00   $26,481.28 
CITY COUNCILORS REG HRS O/T HRS EARNINGS 
BEATHEM, STEPHEN K.     $1,000.00 
BOUCHER, MATTHEW     $1,000.00 
FORTIER, GARY     $1,000.00 
MAHON, JONATHAN H.     $1,000.00 
MOORE, JOHN L.     $1,000.00 
PERKINS, PAMELA M.     $1,000.00 
PHILLIPS, JOHN E.     $1,000.00 
WATER DEPARTMENT REG HRS O/T HRS EARNINGS 
AUSTIN, PETER G. 2080.00 365.00 $49,029.15 
JORDAN, EDWARD R. 2080.00 362.00 $41,495.86 
WEDIN, JOHN E. 2080.00 44.00 $41,525.32 
WILSON, LAWRENCE A. 2080.00   $59,508.28 
WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT REG HRS O/T HRS EARNINGS 
HARRIS, MICHAEL J. 2080.00   $59,023.82 
ROBIDOUX, RAYMOND J. 2080.00 270.00 $56,210.70 
THOMAS, ROBERT O. 2080.00 91.00 $30,565.99 
ZUREK, AARON J. 2080.00 185.00 $37,126.35 
TRANSFER STATION/RECYCLING CTR REG HRS O/T HRS EARNINGS 
JALBERT, PAUL E. 2120.00 113.50 $31,633.05 
STEVENS, VAN M. 2120.00 8.00 $22,641.84 
City of Ellsworth—Employee Earnings—2009/2010 
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PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT REG HRS O/T HRS EARNINGS 
GRANT, MYRON 2080.00   $57,674.17 
HODGDON, KELVIN W. 2080.00 465.50 $46,563.47 
HUSSEY III, GUY B. 2080.00 549.50 $50,501.14 
LEYENDECKER, DUSTIN S. 1946.00 370.50 $35,587.59 
MACLAUGHLIN, ERIC R. 2080.00 533.00 $41,039.00 
MITCHELL, LEWIS D. 2080.00 472.00 $48,622.72 
SALLEY, ROGER D. 2290.75 456.50 $41,992.18 
SAUNDERS, ALLAN F. 2088.00 519.00 $49,951.14 
SAWYER, KEVIN 2080.00 555.50 $43,776.40 
WILSON, ADAM R. 2080.00 797.50 $46,658.22 
YOUNG, JAMES S. 2080.00 773.50 $55,943.16 
POLICE DEPARTMENT REG HRS O/T HRS EARNINGS 
BAILEY, BARBIE J. 2088.00 132.00 $35,844.26 
BIRES, TROY M. 2203.00 592.00 $78,312.54 
BRADY, DAVID P. 75.00 7.50 $1,233.38 
DELEO, JOHN R. 2080.00   $63,842.72 
DOW, BRYAN 118.00   $2,191.26 
EHRLENBACH, RALEIGH F. 12.00   $200.52 
GAMBLE II, PAUL D. 2192.00 397.50 $51,881.89 
JAMESON II, GILBERT H. 2476.50 400.50 $67,202.99 
KIEF, LAUREN N. 380.00   $3,800.00 
MARSHALL, PATRICIA 2080.00 3.50 $37,200.86 
MOSHIER, GLENN M. 2225.50 646.25 $71,292.28 
MOTE, KELVIN 1985.00 205.50 $44,499.80 
OWENS, DANIEL P. 2146.00 336.00 $51,949.07 
PAGE, HAROLD K. 2080.00 55.00 $57,220.48 
REYNOLDS, AIMEE 2120.00 99.00 $40,305.04 
ROBERTS, RICHARD D. 1944.00 8.00 $46,950.61 
SMALL, DOROTHY LYNN 2100.00 237.00 $50,415.10 
SMITH, CHRISTOPHER P. 2190.50 357.50 $57,618.95 
TOKAS, BARTON E. 2220.50 377.50 $61,733.13 
TORREY, AMIE E. 1746.00 89.00 $34,694.10 
WEATHERBEE, ANDREW R. 2272.00 351.75 $50,422.37 
WILLEY, SHAWN C. 2239.00 623.50 $33,104.91 
WILMOT, CHAD E. 2203.75 551.75 $61,056.01 
City of Ellsworth—Employee Earnings—2009/2010 continued... 
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FIRE DEPARTMENT REG HRS O/T HRS EARNINGS 
BEAL, BRANDON D. 2856.50 412.50 $46,202.65 
CLARK, DARYL T. 2852.00 482.50 $50,137.37 
DEPRENGER, KEVIN L. 2889.00 592.00 $52,384.50 
FREDERICK JR, PHILIP C. 2718.00 332.00 $42,749.80 
HANGGE, MICHAEL 2721.00 149.50 $45,092.19 
KANE, KEVIN S. 2836.00 691.00 $47,859.13 
LECLAIR, COLLEEN K. 1042.50   $12,009.87 
MARSHALL, JONATHAN E. 2080.00   $60,501.56 
RUDOLPH, DAVID P. 2726.00 340.50 $43,147.50 
SAUNDERS, GARY 2844.00 583.50 $53,066.20 
TUPPER, RICHARD 2868.00 823.50 $65,568.23 
ABBOTT, BRIAN L. 53.00   $795.00 
BACON,AMILIE 46.00   $690.00 
BAILEY, BRIAN 103.50   $776.26 
BEARSCOVE, KRISTIAN J. 119.75   $1,359.68 
BENDER, MICHAEL 25.00   $555.00 
BIRD, CAMERON 42.50   $628.25 
BLAND, KEVIN 131.00   $1,709.58 
BLOCK, MYLES M. 98.25   $1,381.28 
BLOCKER, JASON S. 85.75   $2,084.78 
BROWN, LYNNETTE 93.00   $1,395.00 
BUNKER, CASEY M. 85.25   $1,093.13 
CUSHING II, CLYDE G. 175.50   $1,741.65 
CUSHING, PAM 4.50   $41.85 
DAWSON, DEBORA L. 323.25   $3,006.23 
DORR, ROBERT 95.25   $1,061.33 
EWING, BRAD 159.75   $1,964.93 
FARNSWORTH, EDWARD 78.50   $965.55 
FORTIER, RICHARD 140.75   $1,942.35 
HECKMAN, STEVEN 47.50   $71.50 
HERSOM, EUGENE F. 114.00   $1,437.30 
KING, THOMAS 157.75   $2,188.68 
LECLAIR, JEREMY E. 6.00   $90.00 
MANNETTE, JOHN A. 26.50   $397.50 
POLLACK, EDWARD 82.75   $1,044.83 
SAUNDERS, KAREN A. 51.50   $726.60 
STRADLEY, KEVIN 43.00   $645.00 
TORREY, RUSSELL S. 104.50   $1,285.35 
TUPPER III, WALTER 124.25   $1,759.05 
TUPPER, BRANDON C. 163.25   $2,007.98 
TURNER, JESSE S. 54.75   $673.43 
WIEBUSCH, CHRISTOPHER J. 31.00   $465.00 
WORDEN, KENNETH 293.00   $541.58 
YAFFE, IAN 23.75   $268.38 
City of Ellsworth—Employee Earnings—2009/2010 continued... 
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LIBRARY STAFF REG HRS O/T HRS EARNINGS 
ABBOTT, SANDRA L. 1860.00   $20,590.20 
CASWELL, NANCY A. 1820.00   $28,464.80 
CHURCHILL, CHARLENE E. 1826.00   $46,252.58 
CLEMONS, CHARLENE F. 1853.00   $37,749.40 
DAVIS, MARIE T. 1883.00   $30,372.79 
DODGE, MARTHA 202.00   $2,236.14 
LYONS, KATHERINE 98.00   $1,084.86 
MCKILLOP, MARY 1853.00   $23,903.70 
MORROW, ABBY 233.00   $2,579.31 
MURRAY, HENRY E. 2080.00   $35,235.20 
NAVARRE, KELI L. 1875.00   $25,818.75 
PELLERANO, ALLEGRA 1019.00   $10,985.61 
WHITNEY, IRENE 1800.00   $19,926.00 
SEASONAL STAFF (HARBOR) REG HRS O/T HRS EARNINGS 
BONNES, JAMES 139.25   $1,392.50 
HECKMAN, SAMUEL (RANDY)     $21,218.00 
STRAUCH, KURT 135.00   $1,350.00 
City of Ellsworth—Employee Earnings—2009/2010 continued... 
Ellsworth Public Library, Ellsworth, Maine; from a 1908 postcard 
published by the Hugh C. Leighton Company, Portland, Maine. 
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ELECTION STAFF REG HRS O/T HRS EARNINGS 
ALLEN, LEAH S. 21.25   $164.69 
ANDERSON, GAIL 29.00   $224.76 
ASTBURY-NORRIS, CRYSTAL 15.50   $120.13 
BASLEY, MARY C. 26.75   $207.32 
BENNOCH, MARION F. 13.50   $104.63 
COLE, TERRY 28.75   $234.06 
CUNNINGHAM, MARGARET 12.00   $93.00 
DELEO, DONNA F. 28.50   $242.25 
DELEO, ERICA D. 28.50   $220.88 
ELLIS, MARCIA R. 12.00   $102.00 
FINK, JOHN 6.50   $50.38 
GROH, ALAN H. 27.00   $229.50 
HOPKINS, BRENDA 27.00   $209.25 
KEEP, ELIZABETH A. 5.00   $38.75 
KUNTZ, MARIA AURORA N 27.00   $209.25 
LAPAIRE, GEORGE J. 13.50   $104.63 
LEEMAN, CAROL L. 14.50   $116.00 
LOCK, SYLVIA 13.50   $104.63 
MCCARTHY, ELAINE 26.75   $207.32 
MCKENNEY, DONNA J. 13.75   $110.00 
MOOERS, LORRAINE F. 27.00   $209.25 
NEWMAN, MARGO 28.50   $228.00 
O'KANE, LYNN 24.00   $204.00 
PARSONS, SUSAN 8.00   $62.00 
REYNOLDS, BETHANY 14.50   $112.38 
SHAW, RUTH 13.75   $116.88 
SMITH, KATHERINE L. 27.00   $216.00 
STRONG, CLAIRE 24.50   $208.25 
SULLIVAN, MARION 19.50   $151.13 
TURNER, DENICE 14.00   $119.00 
WALLACE, PATRICIA 17.25   $133.69 
WILBUR, ELISA S. 29.50   $250.75 
City of Ellsworth—Employee Earnings—2009/2010 continued... 
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Ellsworth City Council Meeting Actions 
Below is a meeting-by-meeting listing of Ellsworth City Council actions for the fiscal year be-
ginning July 2009 and ending June 2010.  (The actions listed are those beyond the scope of rou-
tine monthly city council business.)  Complete copies of City Council Minutes are available for 
reading at Ellsworth City Hall and can be found in local newspaper archives at the Ellsworth 
Public Library as well as on the City’s website. 
 
July 1, 2009—Special Meeting 
Approved permit request of James Card II for new Junkyard/Automobile Graveyard. 
Approved award of Force Main & Interconnected Piping Project to Sargent Corporation at estimated 
cost of $1,628,757.30. 
Approved acceptance of proposal by Kleinschmidt Energy and Water Resource Consultants for de-
sign services for the Harbor Slip Project at cost of $16,600.00. 
Approved acceptance of agreement with MDEP re: Route 1A Water Main Extension Project subject 
to review by City Attorney and signature of City Manager. 
Approved appointment of Michelle Beal, Tammy Mote and Pamela Perkins as voting members of the 
Ellsworth Charter Commission. 
 
July 20, 2009—Regular Meeting 
Approved request of Systems Administrator to purchase new firewall system from CDW-G at bid 
amount of $5,150.00. 
Approved issuance of Letter of Intent to Mr. Joy to accept Carriage Way as a City road contingent 
upon road being brought up to City Standards (including paving) by end of 2010 paving season. 
Approved request to accept portion of 278 State Street as right-of-way for the K-8 School Project. 
Approved request to extend contract with Hedefine Engineering to cover construction observation 
oversight phase on Hanson’s Landing Road Project at cost of $28,800.00. 
 
July 29, 2009—Emergency Meeting 
Approved request to amend the FY 2010 Municipal Budget. 
 
August 17, 2009—Regular Meeting 
Approved amended Harbor Fee Schedule 
Approved two year lease with Down East Family YMCA for use of B.E. Moore School. 
Approved request to purchase a cargo van for Building Maintenance Dept. at cost of $13,995.00. 
Approved purchase of a Telemetry SCADA System from Maine Electric Company for City Water 
Department at cost of $35,500.00. 
Approved rejection of single bid (exceeding budget expectation) for Four-Wheel Drive Pick-Up 
Truck with Plow and authorizing City Manager to re-bid to wider area. 
Approved request to purchase plow gear from Viking Cives at cost of $34,513.00. 
Approved request to sole-source purchase of repeater, control station and remote radio from Brown’s 
Communication at cost of $11,845.00. 
Approved amendments to the City of Ellsworth Code of Ordinances, Chapter 28,  Subdivision Ordi-
nance. 
Approved amendments to the City of Ellsworth Code of Ordinances, Chapter 56, Article 10: Storm-
water Management Design, and Construction Standards. 
Approved amendments to the City of Ellsworth Code of Ordinances, Chapter 19 Land Use Ordinance 
and Chapter 56, Article 4: Shoreland Zoning. 
Approved amendments to the City of Ellsworth Code of Ordinances, Chapter 19 Land Use Ordinance 
and Official Land Use Map. 
Approved amendments to the City of Ellsworth Code of Ordinances, Chapter 56, Article 9: Street 
Design and Construction Standards. 
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Ellsworth City Council Meeting Actions Continued... 
 
August 17, 2009—Regular Meeting Continued 
Approved amendments to the City of Ellsworth Code of Ordinances, Chapter 34, Personnel Ordi-
nance. 
Approved amendments to the City of Ellsworth Code of Ordinances, Chapter 14, Licenses and Per-
mits. 
Approved request to support formation of Regional Shellfish Organizing Committee and appointment 
of Janet Toth and Stephen Beathem as representatives to that Committee. 
Approval to accept three-year bid of Gary M Pomeroy Logging Inc. for removal of green wood and 
waste wood from the Transfer Station at cost of $30.00 per ton of green wood and $55.00 per ton of 
waste wood. 
Denied request to accept proposal from Woodard & Curran Engineering for inspection services over-
sight on Winkumpaugh Road Reconstruction Project.  (Requested redirection of focus priority to 
Pond Avenue.) 
Approved request to increase the Tax Anticipation Note by an additional $1,000,000.00. 
 
September 21, 2009—Special Meeting 
Approved Tax Abatement in the amount of $850.00. 
 
September 21, 2009—Regular Meeting 
Approved request to purchase new GMC Sierra 250 Pick-up Truck with Plow from O’Connor Chev-
rolet at cost of $29,533. 
Approved request to sole source grinding and repaving of Main Street/Water Street intersection to 
Lane Construction at cost of $21, 292.00. 
Approved acceptance of proposal from RF Jordan Construction to repair sidewalk at Main Street/ 
State Street intersection at cost of $7,569.00. 
Approved request of Historic Preservation Commission to designate The Grand Auditorium as an 
Ellsworth Historic Landmark. 
Approved request to hire Jordan’s Striping Services to restripe additional road surfaces in Beckwith 
area at cost of $4,690.00. 
Approved request to accept quote from Northeast Mechanical to repair heating and ventilation system 
at City Hall at cost of $10,518.76.00. 
Approved amendment to the Official Land Use Map to rezone partial lot of Steven E. and Athanasia 
K. Joy to the R2 Zone resulting in entire lot being in the R2 zone. 
Approved amendments/addition to the City of Ellsworth Code of Ordinances, Chapter 7, by adding 
Article 10: Weight Restriction on Red Bridge Road and amending Article 4, Section 407: No Parking 
on Red Bridge Road. 
Approved decision (after discussion) of Ellsworth City Council to take position of opposing the Ex-
cise Tax and TABOR II Initiatives. 
Approved motion to move to Executive Session for the purpose of discussing the acquisition of real 
properties. 
 
October 19, 2009—Regular Meeting 
Approved amendments to the Ellsworth Code of Ordinances, Chapter 36; General Assistance. 
Approved acceptance of Benton Way as a City Street contingent upon receipt and execution of legal 
deed, the sign-off approval of the CEO and changing of street sign to Benton Road at owners ex-
pense. 
Approved acceptance of Alton Avenue, Marion Way and Seaveys Crosscut as City Streets, contin-
gent upon receipt and execution of legal deed, the sign-off approval of the CEO and changing of 
street signs to Marion Road and Seaveys Road at owners expense 
Approved amendments to the Ellsworth Code of Ordinances, Chapter 55; Public Water Supply Pro-
tection Ordinance, Article III Boat  Inspection. 
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Ellsworth City Council Meeting Actions Continued... 
 
October 19, 2009—Regular Meeting Continued 
Approved award of bid for mineral screening to RF Jordan and Sons Construction 
Approved acceptance of waterline easement deed for The Hampton Inn. 
Approved request to award bid for new 75 foot rear mount ladder truck to Smeal Fire Apparatus at 
cost of $718,707.00. 
Approved motion to table request to award contract for new central fire station schematic design and 
site evaluation services to WBRC Architects and CES Engineering until next month’s Council Mtg. 
Approved request to accept amendment to a FY08 Firefighters Grant to purchase a Bullex Fire Extin-
guisher Training System with $4,120 in grant money and $$1,253.18 in required matching funds 
from the Fire Training Site Account. 
Accepted request of Harbor Commission to appoint Mark Remick as an alternate commission mem-
ber. 
Accepted proposal of Filmore Inc. to replace windows at the Highway Garage at cost of $7,749.43. 
Approved motion to move to Executive Session for the purpose of discussing the acquisition of real 
properties. 
 
November 6, 2009—Special Meeting 
Approved acceptance of results of November3, 2009 Municipal Election as presented. 
 
November 9, 2009—Organizational Meeting 
Approved John Phillips as Chairperson for ensuing year. 
Approved continuance of City Council Meetings for the 3rd Monday of every month at 7PM, with 
exceptions due to holidays. 
Approved closing of City Council Agenda on Monday noon prior to the regularly scheduled meet-
ing., with exceptions due to holidays. 
Approved issuance of City Council Agenda to local news media no later than Monday prior to the 
regularly monthly meeting. 
Approved continuance of meetings conducted according to Rules of Order previously adopted by the 
City Council as well as by Robert’s Rules of Order. 
Approved appointment of Councilors Beathem, Fortier, and Phillips to the Finance Committee with 
Councilors Mahon and Moore as alternates. 
Approved resolve that warrants be signed by the City Manager and two members of the Finance 
Committee. 
 
November 16, 2009—Regular Meeting 
Approved request to waive foreclosure on two mobile properties. 
Approved request to grant abatement in amount of $82.77 to Acadia Village Resort Inc. to correct 
error. 
Approved amendments to the City of Ellsworth Code of Ordinances, Chapter 56, Article 9; Street 
Design and Construction Standards. 
Approved amendments to the City of Ellsworth Code of Ordinances, Chapter 56, Article 11; Parking 
Standards and Chapter 19, Land Use Ordinance and Chapter 28: Subdivision Ordinance. 
Approved acceptance of easements for a water main extension on the Surry Road from Stephen and 
Suzanne Bennoch and Bridgetwin LLC. 
Approved motion to move to Executive Session for the purpose of discussing the acquisition of real 
properties. 
Approved motion to once again table request to award contract for new central fire station schematic 
design and site evaluation services to WBRC Architects and CES Engineering. (Tabled indefinitely) 
Approved acceptance of a memorandum of understanding for the purchase of land and development 
rights on Branch Lake at cost of $1.5 million and authorize City Manger to sign on behalf of the City. 
Approved motion to table request to ratify and approve issuance of the Ellsworth Middle School Con-
struction Bonds by RSU 24. 
Approved motion to table discussion and action on lease agreement with RSU 24 for the K-8 School 
Property. 
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Ellsworth City Council Meeting Actions Continued... 
 
December 4, 2009—Special Meeting 
Approved and ratified issuance of the Ellsworth Middle School Construction Bonds by RSU 24. 
Approved lease agreement (without any substantial changes) with RSU 24 for the K-8 School Prop-
erty and authorized the City Manger to sign on behalf of the Council. 
 
December 14, 2009—Regular Meeting 
Approved request of Recreation Commission to appoint Rob Hudson as commission member. 
Approved request to waive the Branch Lake boat tag fee for calendar year 2010. 
Approved request of Steven Joy to accept Carriage Way as a City Street. 
Approved acceptance of MDOT Enhancement Project funding from Quality Community/Safe Routes
-To-School Grant Program for sidewalk construction on portions of Pond Avenue, Oak Street and 
Davis Street in the amount of $88,000.00, and to authorize matching funds of $22,000.00 from the 
City’s Local Roads Account. 
Approved request to sole source engineering services to Andrew McCullough Engineering Consult-
ants regarding the construction of sidewalks on Oak Street and Davis Street at cost of $5,000.00 
Approved acceptance of bids for General Obligation Bonds from Eastern Bank Capital Markets at a 
rate of 1.1065% for $2 million and Janney Montgomery Scott, Inc at a rate of 1.325% for the remain-
ing $4,699,000 million. 
Approved request of Fire Chief to apply for the S.A.F.E.R. Grant for the purpose of adding fire-
fighting personnel. 
Approved motion to enter Executive Session  to discuss personnel matters. 
 
January 11, 2010—Regular Meeting 
Approved acceptance of resignation letter from Joseph Kitchen from the City of Ellsworth Planning 
Board.  (Regular Member) 
Approved request to move Kenneth Wilmot from an Associate Planning Board member to a Regular 
Planning Board member. 
Approved request to appoint Roger P. Lessard as an Associate Planning Board Member. 
Approved request to update the Ellsworth Code of Ordinances, Chapter 36; General Assistance sec-
tion to reflect changes implemented by the Dept. of Human Services and replacing the current version 
with the Maine Municipal Association General Assistance Ordinance. 
Approved passage of a moratorium ordinance on marijuana dispensaries in the City of Ellsworth (in 
order to give the City time to write policies and procedures to accommodate these dispensaries). 
Approved request to offer for sale by sealed bid 49 timeshare units located at Acadia Village Resort. 
Approved granting of tax abatement to Luther Bates in amount of $4,405.50 (correction of assess-
ment error). 
Approved motion to enter Executive Session  to discuss personnel matters. 
 
February 8, 2010—Regular Meeting 
Approved acceptance of resignation of Mary Ann Lock from the Recreation Committee. 
Approved award of tax-acquired property bid to Michael Savage for one timeshare unit located at 
Acadia Village Resort (met bid requirements) and rejected all other bids as not meeting the bid re-
quirements. 
Approved request to offer for sale by sealed bid 48 timeshare units located at Acadia Village Resort. 
Approved proposal to apply for a $150,000.00 Grant from the State of Maine CDBG Program for a 
Community Enterprise Grant Program. 
Approved acceptance of agreement with State of Maine for administrative authority and oversight of 
a proposed public boat launch facility at Branch Lake and authorizing City Manger to sign on behalf 
of the City. 
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Ellsworth City Council Meeting Actions Continued... 
 
March 15, 2010—Regular Meeting 
Approved request to accept qualified bids on tax-acquired property on Acadia Village Resort time-
shares to be released through Quit-Claim Deeds and to reject all unqualified bids. 
Approved request to expend $1,469.00 from the Rescue Equipment Reserve Fund for the purchase of 
Water Rescue Suits and rope. 
Approved request to purchase equipment to connect traffic light system to broadband internet at cost 
of $2,685.00. 
Approved request to authorize issuance of $2,103,050.00 in General Obligation Bonds to finance the 
Route 1A Watermain Extension Project. 
Approved Conservation Easement for Branch Lake Community Forest and Watershed Protection 
Project and authorize City Manager to sign Memorandum of Understanding documents upon comple-
tion on behalf of the City. 
Approved request for issuance of up to $1,515,000.00 in General Obligation Bonds to finance land 
and conservation easement purchase on Branch Lake. 
Approved amendments to the City of Ellsworth Code of Ordinances, Chapter 19; Land Use and 
Chapter 55: Public Water Supply. 
Approved motion to table action on adoption of the Frenchman’s Bay Regional Shellfish Conserva-
tion Interlocal Management Agreement until next City Council Meeting.  (Pending City Attorney 
Review.) 
 
March 29, 2010—Special Meeting 
Accept bid of 1.56% from Key Bank for bond anticipation note for purchase of land and establish-
ment of conservation easement in amount of $1,515,000.00. 
 
April 19, 2010—Regular Meeting 
Approved request to adopt the Frenchman’s Bay Regional Shellfish Conservation Interlocal Manage-
ment Agreement (with minor word change). 
Approved request to write off uncollectible debts. 
Approved appointment of Democratic Election Clerks. 
Approved appointment of Republican Election Clerks. 
Approved appointment of Wardens and Ward Clerks. 
Approved request to set time polling place to open for the June 8, 2010 State of Maine Primary/
Referendum Election and RSU #24 Budget Validation Referendum Election. 
Approved request for permission to utilize parking spaces and portion of sidewalk in front of Grand 
Auditorium and Main Street  by Chamber of Commerce for their annual meeting. 
Approved request to sole-source contract for road striping to Jordan Striping Service at estimated cost 
of $15,783.89. 
Approved request to pay Branch Lake conservation easement/land acquisition survey and legal ex-
penditures. (Plisga & Day - $17,301.35) / (Eaton Peabody - $6,165.00) 
Approved request to approve the Mutual Aid and Assistance Agreement for Maine Water/Wastewater 
Agency Response Network and to authorize City Manage to sign on behalf of the City. 
Approved request of the Charter Commission for 6 month extension to submit preliminary and final 
reports of the revisions to the City Charter, which the Commission intends to submit to the voters. 
Approved request to repeal current City of Ellsworth Code of Ordinances, Chapter 10; Ordinance for 
the Maintenance, Administration and Disposition of Tax Acquired Property and replace with revised 
chapter. 
Approved request to offer for sale the remaining 38 timeshare units located at Acadia Village Resort. 
Approved motion to table request for action on amendments to the City of Ellsworth Code of Ordi-
nances, Chapter 5; Sewer Ordinance.  (Needed further language clarification) 
Approved requested amendments to City of Ellsworth Code of Ordinance, Chapter 56, Article 4; 
Shoreland Zoning. 
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Ellsworth City Council Meeting Actions Continued... 
 
April 19, 2010—Regular Meeting—Continued 
Approved issuance of up to $710,000.00 of the City’s General Obligation Bonds for the purchase of a 
new 75 foot, rear mount ladder Fire Truck. 
Approved request to sole-source City’s financial services to Moors & Cabot, Inc in order fund the 
Route 1A Watermain Extension Project, the new Fire Truck and the refinancing of the 2006 General 
Obligation Bond at cost not to exceed $12,547.00. 
Approved issuance of up to $800,000.00 of the City’s General Obligation Bonds to refinance the 
2006 General Obligation Bond.  (Savings of $30,000.00 in interest charges) 
 
May 17, 2010—Special Meeting 
Approved motion to enter Executive Session for purpose of discussing abatement of taxes. 
Approved denial of tax abatement request. 
 
May 17, 2010—Regular Meeting 
Approved amendments to the City of Ellsworth Code of Ordinances, Chapter 5; Sewer Ordinance. 
Approved appointment of Donna Boatright to City of Ellsworth Housing Authority Board. 
Approved request to allow any funds collected through criminal forfeiture in the case of State of 
Maine vs. James M. Moore to be deposited into the Police Forfeiture Reserve Account. 
Approved request to purchase equipment to upgrade three AR-15 rifles at a cost of $1,655.35 from 
the Police Forfeiture Reserve Account. 
Approved request to sole-source services of Studio 3 for the purpose of updating and purchasing City 
marketing materials at a cost of $9,012.00 (using TIF funds). 
Approved request to accept proposal from Ralph Anastos, d.b.a. Scoops Homemade Ice Cream & 
More for a vending construction stand at the Ellsworth Harbor and to authorize City Manager to sign 
lease agreement. 
Approved request to extend current contract for hauling services and roll-off container rentals from 
Wyndsaung Farm Trucking for additional 3 months. 
Approved request to award sludge hauling bid to Wyndsaung Farm Trucking at $360.00 per year 
container rental and $275.00 per trip haul. 
Approved request to award the sludge composting bid to New England Organics at $54.90 per ton. 
Approved motion to table public hearing and consideration of amendments to the City of Ellsworth 
Code of Ordinances, Chapter 18;Ellsworth Planning Board to the following months Council Mtg. 
Approved request to revise scope of work on proposed new sidewalk segments on Oak Street and 
Davis Street (excluding Pond Avenue from proposal and extending Oak Street sidewalks up Davis 
Street to Birch Avenue) to be constructed using $88,000.00 in grant money from the MaineDOT 
Quality Community Safe Routes to School Program and local matching funds of $22,000.00. 
Approved change order to contract with Andrew McCullough to design and oversee the construction 
of additional 700 feet of sidewalk on Oak Street at cost not to exceed $7,000.00. 
Approved request to rescind the Ellsworth Code of Ordinances, Chapter 17; City Engineer. 
Approved request to accept bid of R.F. Jordan & Sons for the Bridge Hill Sidewalk Project at esti-
mated cost of $145,299.00. 
Approved motion to enter Executive Session for the purpose of labor contract discussions. 
Approved ratification of the Highway Department (AFSCME Council #93) Labor Contract. 
Approved motion to table ratification of the Police Department (Maine Association of Police) Labor 
Contract. (For clarification of several points.) 
 
May 24, 2010—Special Meeting 
Approved request to award construction supervision of Bridge Hill Sidewalk Project to Hedefine En-
gineering. 
Approved request to accept bid from Rings Paving Co. Inc for City Maintenance Paving Projects at 
engineer's estimate of $135,794.50.00.  (Third Street, Shore Road, portion of Hanson’s Landing, 
Western Ave., Garden Street and Riverside Lane.) 
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Ellsworth City Council Meeting Actions Continued... 
 
May 24, 2010—Special Meeting—Continued 
Approved request to accept bid of K.J. Dugas Construction for Pond Avenue Reconstruction Project 
at estimated final cost of $426,362.75. 
Approved request to award bid to Hedefine Engineering for construction oversight on Bridge Hill 
Sidewalk Project at cost not to exceed $17,200.00. 
 
June 4, 2010—Special Meeting 
Approved request to award bid for a $3,574,000.00 General Obligation Bond to Raymond James & 
Associates, Inc at a rate of 2.098227%. 
Approved request to purchase ten square miles of LiDAR data from State of Maine GeoLibrary Pro-
gram at cost of $2,903.50 with funding from TIF Revenue Fund. 
 
June 21, 2010—Regular Meeting 
Approved request to amend the Ellsworth Code of Ordinances, Chapter 18; Ellsworth Planning 
Board. 
Approved request of Grand Auditorium for permission to utilize parking spaces and a portion of the 
sidewalk in front of the Grand on Main Street for the purpose of holding a fashion show fundraiser. 
Approved and accepted Budget Resolutions for FY 2011. 
Approved request to adjust the FY 2010 estimated appropriations and revenues. 
Approved request to encumber certain appropriation accounts as amended. 
Approved request to award a Tax Anticipation Note in the amount of $1,000,000.00 to TD Bank at 
interest rate of 1.69% 
Approved request to extend banking services contract with The First until June 30, 2011. 
Approved request to set the interest rate on overdue taxes at 2 points below State maximum which 
would be 5%. 
Approved request to sole-source Annual Household Hazardous Waste/Universal Waste Collection to 
Savor Bay Environmental Planning and Project Management at estimated cost of $6,000.00. 
Approved proposed grant application to the MaineDOT Quality Community Program for the con-
struction of new sidewalk segment on Oak Street using $122,064.00 in Safe Routes to School Pro-
gram funds and to approve matching funds if grant is awarded. 
Approved motion to table amendments to the City of Ellsworth Code of Ordinances, Chapter 56; 
Stormwater Management Design and Construction Standards. 
Approved request to extend the Moratorium Ordinance on Medical Marijuana Dispensaries for an 
additional 180 days beginning July 11, 2010.  (Allowing Planning Dept. more time to work on pro-
posed regulations.) 
Approved motion to enter Executive Session for the purpose of labor contract discussions. 
Approved ratification of the Police Department (Maine Association of Police) Labor Contract. 
Approved ratification of the Fire Department (Ellsworth Fire Fighters Association, Local 3402/
International Association of Fire Fighters AFL-CIO-CLC) Labor Contract (with language repairs). 
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City of Ellsworth 
Audited Financial Reports 
City of Ellsworth Annual Report—Fiscal Year 2009/2010 
A complete post audit report  
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2010 
is on file at  
Ellsworth City Hall 
1 City Hall Plaza 
Ellsworth, ME  04605 
Audit performed by: 
Purdy Powers & Company 
130 Middle Street 
Portland, ME  04101 
Phone (207) 775-3496 
Fax: (207) 775-0176 
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NOTES: 
Did you know that the mural on the wall in the Council Chamber room was painted by a local student?  
Above are photographs, from two angles, of the mural which was painted on the wall in the Council Chamber 
room at Ellsworth City Hall.  This mural, commissioned in 1988 was painted by Philip Frey, an Ellsworth 
High School Graduate (Class of 1986) who at the time was on summer break from college and was highly rec-
ommended by his former Ellsworth High School Art Teacher Ken Mike.  Philip Frey now holds a BFA from 
Syracuse University in New York.  Upon graduation from Ellsworth High School, Frey went on to study print-
making at the Haystack Mountain School of Crafts in Deer Isle and painting at the Columbus College of Art 
and Design in Ohio.  Now an accomplished artist, Frey’s work can be found in private and corporate collec-
tions across the country and abroad, and several entities have commissioned Frey to paint major murals.  
(Locally, Frey’s work can be viewed at Courthouse Gallery here in Ellsworth.)  His work’s include many Ells-
worth area scenes including a series called the Ellsworth Series which depicts highly recognizable Ellsworth 
area landmarks including Ellsworth City Hall! 
Ellsworth City Councilors 
Stephen Beathem Gary Fortier 
Jon Mahon John Moore Pamela Perkins John Phillips—Chair 
Matthew Boucher 
Did you know that Ellsworth was incorporated by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in 
1800 and was named in honor of a prominent statesman by the name of Oliver Ellsworth, who 
among many other accolades was a delegate to the 1787 Constitutional Convention?  Although 
he was not born or raised in Ellsworth, and indeed never seems to have stepped foot in Ells-
worth, Oliver Ellsworth proved an honorable namesake for our city.  He was born in Windsor, 
Connecticut in 1745, graduated from the College of New Jersey (now Princeton) in 1766, was 
admitted to the bar in 1771 and practiced until 1773 when he became a member of the Con-
necticut General Assembly.  In 1777 he was appointed State Attorney and was also chosen as 
one of Connecticut's representatives to the Continental Congress, serving until 1786.  During 
the revolution he helped supervise Connecticut’s war expenditures and in 1779 became a mem-
ber of the Council of Safety.  He was named a delegate to the Constitutional Convention in 
1787 where he made significant contributions to the Great Compromise, which established our 
national legislative branch of government.  It was Oliver Ellsworth who proposed, as an amend-
ment to a resolution, that the word ―national‖ be changed to ―United States‖ which was the 
phrase used from that point on during the convention to designate the government.  He also 
served on the Committee of Five who prepared the first draft of the Constitution (although he 
did not sign the final document as he had returned to Connecticut to advocate its ratification.).  
He became one of Connecticut’s first two senators to the United States Congress, was chair of 
the committee that framed the bill organizing the federal judiciary system, was appointed Chief 
Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States in 1796 and in order to negotiate a treaty, was 
named commissioner to France in 1799.  He then served once more as a member of the Gover-
nor’s Council from 1801 until his death in 1807. 
 This information and much more on the History of Ellsworth may be found in a book by 
Deale B. Salisbury entitled Ellsworth, Crossroads of Downeast Maine: A Pictorial Review.  For 
more Ellsworth history find the Ellsworth Historic Preservation Commission Report, by Histo-
rian Mark E. Honey, (inside this City of Ellsworth Annual Repot) and visit the Ellsworth Public 
Library for more books and history related to Ellsworth, Maine!.  An original painting of Oliver 
Ellsworth by J. Palmer Libby hangs in the lobby at Ellsworth City Hall.  (Photo above) 
Where exactly did 
the name 
Ellsworth 
come from? 
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